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Abstract 

This thesis investigated and evaluated non-destructive condition assessment methods for both cast iron 

water pipes and large diameter sewer and culvert systems. A state-of-the-art review of Non-destructive 

Testing (NDT) technologies available for cast iron water pipes and corrugated steel culverts identified the 

strengths and weaknesses of each technology. Guidelines were developed for selecting NDT technologies 

for use in industry. An investigation of NDT techniques to help establish the relationship between ground 

movement and cast iron water pipe breaks was then undertaken. A total of fifteen segments of 150 mm 

cast iron water pipes were monitored using an acoustic-based pipe condition assessment technique to 

estimate the remaining wall thickness and presence of leaks. Three of the fifteen segments were then 

selected for seasonal ground deformation monitoring using both a Total Station and LiDAR system. 

Results showed that both technologies could be used to monitor differential ground movement. Ground 

movements of 20-25 mm were observed for the pavement above a location with a confirmed leak while 

minimal movement was seen on the street without leaks. Finally, an investigation of NDT techniques for 

erosion void detection was conducted. A testbed consisting of two buried pipes (a reinforced concrete 

pipe with 1.2 m internal diameter and a corrugated steel horizontal ellipse culvert with a span of 1.6 m 

and a height of 1.35 m) was prepared in the West Pit of the Geoengineering Laboratory at Queen’s 

University, featuring prefabricated erosion voids of known dimensions adjacent to the pipes. Tests were 

conducted using handheld and conventional Backscatter Computed Tomography (BCT), Pipe Penetrating 

Radar (PPR), Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), and Infrared Thermography (IRT) to evaluate the 

detection and characterization accuracy of these technologies. Results showed that both the BCT 

technologies detected all three voids behind the corrugated steel pipe wall, while PPR and GPR found one 

of the three voids next to the reinforced concrete pipe. Results also showed that cooling down 

thermography was success in detecting three voids behind the corrugated steel pipe wall and their 

approximate locations as well as the longitudinal and circumferential dimensions of void contact with the 

pipe. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Description of the Problems 

Conventional assessment of buried pipes involves inspectors or remote controlled vehicles entering the pipe 

to facilitate a visual inspection. This method has limitations like its dependence on the inspector’s skills and 

experience, etc. (Graybeal et al., 2002). Visual inspections also lead to a lack of quantitative data about the 

condition of buried pipes, and consequently to an incomplete understanding of the mechanisms that cause 

pipe failure. As an alternative to visual inspections, non-destructive testing (NDT) technologies have the 

ability to provide quantitative data relating to the condition of underground pipes. Several NDT technologies 

have been developed to assess both cast iron water pipes and corrugated steel culverts. Since each 

technology has its own advantages and disadvantages, choosing a technique for a specific project becomes 

an issue for buried infrastructure owners.  However, currently there is a lack of guidance about which 

technologies to use and when, as well as which of these technologies provide the most accurate 

measurements. As such, there is a need for a state of the art review of the available technologies and the 

development of NDT selection guidance. 

 

The City of Kingston, Ontario, like many North American cities, has to cope with elevated costs due to 

emergency cast iron water pipe repairs, especially during cold winter months. Lackington and Large (1980), 

Needham and Howe (1981), Newport (1981), Walski and Pelliccia (1982), Ciottoni (1985), Goulter and 

Kazemi (1988), Lochbaum (1993), Chambers (1994), and Habibian (1994) reported typical annual patterns 

of water main breakage rates that peak during or toward the end of the winter season, when the ground 

temperatures are the lowest. Although the burial depth of water pipes in the Kingston area is typically deeper 

than the frost line position (MTO, 2010), the majority of breaks in aging small diameter cast iron pipes that 

were corroded or cracked occur in the winter (Utilities Kingston, n.d.). Typical cast iron water pipe failure 

mechanisms include ring fractures and longitudinal breaks (Rajani and Zhan, 1996). Researchers have 

speculated that ring fractures may result from axial tension induced due to restraint on thermal contraction 
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from temperature change, bending moments resulting from settlement due to poor bedding, or expansion of 

underlying materials (Rajani et al., 1996). However, they may also result from differential ground 

movements caused by frost heave in the overlying soil strata as proposed by Trickey et al. (2016). They 

performed a three dimensional finite element analysis of a cast iron water pipe to examine its failure 

mechanism as well as the ground deformation under specific frost loading. They proposed that the effect of 

frost is to generate differential ground movements along the pipeline large enough to produce bending 

moments that fracture the pipe. A parametric study was also conducted to investigate the influence of 

geometric and material conditions on the potential for ring fracture of a cast iron water pipe subject to 

differential frost movements. A critical differential ground movement of 0.1 m produced longitudinal 

bending moments that induced ring fracture of the pipe under well-defined conditions. However, though the 

mechanism was observed in numerical models, no field data was available to evaluate the model against. 

Thus, the present investigation aims to provide a technique for measuring the required parameters and insight 

into the relationship between leakage and differential ground movements.  

 

The stability of a buried pipe system is dependent on both the condition of the soil (intact or eroded) and the 

pipe. Tan and Moore (2007) have reported that the development of erosion voids in the surrounding backfill 

soil over time can lead to structural failure of these pipe systems. Detection and characterization of erosion 

voids in the supporting soil envelope around pipes have been a concern for municipalities for some time, as 

conventional pipe inspection methods (e.g. visual inspection) are subjective and can provide only limited 

information about the condition of the soil supporting the pipe. Various researchers have employed different 

technologies to detect and characterize erosion voids behind the pipe walls, including backscatter computed 

tomography (Anderson and Bowles, 2012; McCormick et al., 2015), ground and pipe penetrating radar 

(Crowder et al., 2011; Dawson et al., 2016), and infrared thermography (Weil, 1995). However, to the 

author’s knowledge, no study has been conducted to assess and compare the performance and accuracy of 

these technologies. Therefore, further study to evaluate the effectiveness and accuracy of existing void 

detection techniques is required to help utility owners improve asset management plans for large diameter 

sewer and culvert systems. The current study aims to provide an evaluation and comparison of the 

performance of these technologies for detecting erosion voids.  
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1.2 Objectives 

The overall objective of the study is to establish and evaluate condition assessment methods for both cast 

iron water pipes and large diameter sewer and culvert systems. The specific objectives of this thesis are: 

• Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the main NDT technologies available for cast iron water 

pipes and corrugated steel culverts, 

• Develop guidance for selecting NDT technologies for industry, 

• Characterise a field test site by identifying leaks and remaining wall thickness in existing water 

pipes, 

• Obtain seasonal ground movements using different measurement techniques, 

• Examine the relationship between leaks in cast iron water pipes and overlying ground movements, 

• Assess the performance of BCT, GPR and PPR for detecting erosion voids, 

• Evaluate the applicability of IRT for detecting erosion voids from the inner surface of the culverts, 

• Compare the void-detection results for these technologies and give recommendations for selecting 

the most appropriate technologies.  

1.3 Thesis Format 

This thesis has been presented in manuscript format as outlined by the School of Graduate Studies at 

Queen’s University. The first chapter is a general introduction. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 are the manuscripts. The 

summary and conclusions are given in Chapter 5. 

  

Chapter 2 reviews non-destructive testing (NDT) methods that are applicable to cast iron water pipes as well 

as corrugated steel culverts. These technologies include conventional nondestructive testing technologies as 

well as advanced technologies for condition monitoring. Guidance for choosing different methods is 

developed based on a set of criteria. A comparison between a common invasive technique and a well-

established non-invasive technique is also provided. 

 

Chapter 3 discusses the relationship between leakage in cast iron water pipes and differential ground 

movements. Leaks were located and remaining wall thickness was measured in several existing water pipes 
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in Kingston, along with seasonal ground deformation measurements acquired with both a Total Station, and 

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) surveying. The accuracy of the measurement technologies and a 

preliminary evaluation of the correlation between differential ground deformation and water leaks was 

discussed. 

 

Chapter 4 presents the evaluation and comparison of the performance of various erosion void detection 

technologies, including handheld and conventional BCT, GPR, PPR and IRT. A testbed involving two buried 

pipes (a reinforced concrete pipe and a corrugated steel horizontal ellipse culvert) with prefabricated 

simulated erosion voids of known dimensions was prepared. The testing procedure and the results of the void 

detection surveys for each technology are described and comparisons are presented and discussed. 

1.4 References 

Anderson, B., & Bowles, J. (2012). BCT Pilot Project for Culvert Integrity Analysis in the City of Toronto. 

In 2012 Conference and Exhibition of the Transportation Association of Canada - Transportation: 

Innovations and Opportunities, Fredericton New Brunswick, Canada, 2012, 21pp. 

 

Chambers, G. M. (1994). Reducing water utility costs in Winnipeg. In Proceedings of the Western Canada 

Water and Wastewater Association Conference. (pp. 1–12). 

 

Ciottoni, A. S. (1985). Updating the New York City water system. In Proceedings of the Specialty 

Conference on Infrastructure for Urban Growth. (pp. 69–77). 
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Sewers Using Pipe Penetrating Radar (PPR). In North American Society for Trenchless Technology 

(NASTT) No-Dig Show 2011, Paper B-3-01. 
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Chapter 2 

Review of Non-destructive Testing Technologies for Buried Pipes 

2.1 Introduction 

In North America, buried infrastructure assets such as cast iron water pipes and corrugated steel culverts 

were mainly built during the infrastructure boom of the 1950s and 1960s, and are approaching the end of 

their design service lives. However, since many of these assets may still be fit for purpose, techniques for 

assessing their condition are required. Conventional assessment of buried pipes involves inspectors or remote 

controlled vehicles entering the pipe and evaluating visually. This method has many limitations such as 

being dependent on the inspector’s skills and experience. Visual inspections also lead to a lack of 

quantitative data about the condition of buried pipes, and consequently to an incomplete understanding of the 

mechanisms that cause pipe failure. Therefore, better ways to monitor the condition of buried pipes are 

needed to improve asset management plans. 

 

As an alternative to visual inspections, non-destructive testing (NDT) technologies have the ability to 

provide quantitative data relating to the condition of underground pipes. Several NDT technologies have 

been developed to assess cast iron water pipes and corrugated steel culverts. NDT technologies for pipes can 

be categorised into (i) optical methods (including closed-circuit television, optical scanning, and laser 

profiling), (ii) acoustic methods (including sonar survey, leak noise correlators, Sahara system, SmartBall, 

and mechanical impedance testing), (iii) electromagnetic methods (including magnetic flux leakage (MFL), 

remote field eddy current (RFEC), and ground penetrating radar (GPR)), (iv) other technologies (including 

ultrasonic, infrared thermography, backscatter computed tomography, and gravity gradient sensors). Since 

each technology has its own advantages and disadvantages, choosing a technique for a specific project 

becomes an issue for buried infrastructure owners.  However, currently there is a lack of guidance about 

which technologies to use and when. 
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The objectives of this research program are to i) identify the main NDT technologies available for cast iron 

water pipes and corrugated steel culverts, ii) identify the strengths and weaknesses of each technology, and 

iii) develop guidance for selecting NDT technologies for use in industry. 

 

This chapter reviews NDT methods that are applicable to cast iron water pipes as well as corrugated steel 

culverts. These technologies include conventional NDT technologies as well as advanced technologies for 

condition monitoring. Guidance for choosing different methods is developed based on a set of criteria. A 

comparison between a common invasive technique and a well-established non-invasive technique is also 

provided. Conclusions from this research are then drawn. 

 

2.2 Current Assessment Technology for Cast Iron Water Pipes and Corrugated Steel Culverts 

2.2.1 Cast Iron Water Pipes 

2.2.1.1 Closed-circuit Television (CCTV) 

Closed-circuit television (CCTV) is a well-established technology for the inspection of the pipe’s inner 

surface. The system consists of a television camera mounted on a vehicle and remotely controlled by an 

operator (an example is shown in Figure 2.1). CCTV inspection can detect surface anomalies (e.g. corrosion 

pits, cracks, etc.) as well as open joints, deflections, shape distortions, etc. CCTV is commonly used for the 

inspection of sewers, storm water pipes, and culverts. In the case of cast iron water pipes, CCTV is mainly 

applied to inspect the condition of water main rehabilitations. The defects are identified and categorized by 

the inspector based on the image obtained from the television camera. 

 

 The biggest advantage of this method is that it provides direct illuminated pictures of the defects on the 

inner surface of the pipe. However, the assessment is subjective and the degree to which the inspector’s 

judgement can be affected by experience, mental awareness, distractions, and interruptions 

(Wirahadikusumah et al., 1998). In addition, it is worth noting that internal images of the pipe can only be 

obtained above the water line, so the pipe needs to be drained and pre-cleaned before inspection. 
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2.2.1.2 Optical Scanning 

Optical scanners are similar to CCTV and are comprised of cameras mounted on a vehicle that travels 

through the pipe to obtain a digital, full circumferentially unfolded image of the pipe’s inner surface (see 

Figure 2.2). Unlike CCTV inspection, optical scanning provides both a frontal and a 360° view of the inner 

surface of the pipe wall. Two cameras capture a forward and perpendicular view of the pipe wall, 

respectively. 

 

The system can move through a pipe at a constant speed without the need to stop to observe defects and 

since 360° images are taken, a pan or tilt camera is not needed. Above all, the optical scanning technique 

allows for a comparison of data from one year to the next (Liu and Kleiner, 2012). Similar to CCTV 

inspection, the greatest weakness of optical scanning is that the scanning results need to be interpreted 

manually, which can cause the same problems associated with subjectivity and inexperience. 

 

2.2.1.3 Laser Profiling 

Laser profiling is designed to obtain the interior profile of the pipe. The system is composed of a laser 

scanner mounted on a spinning apparatus on a small carrier (Figure 2.3). The accuracy of scanning is 

affected by the sampling rate, speed of spinning, and carrier velocity. The scanning is also affected by the 

roughness of the pipe wall as well as the colour of the pipe surface (Liu and Kleiner, 2012).  

 

This laser distance measurement technique does not need any special illumination and can be conducted in 

complete darkness (Duran et al., 2002). Currently laser profiling surveys can only be carried out after the 

pipes are drained. Though laser profiling is accurate, data processing is still needed to compensate for errors 

introduced during scanning (Duran et al., 2002). 

 

2.2.1.4 Sonar Survey 

Sonar is an acoustic detection technology developed to provide information about the part of the pipe that is 

submerged below the water line in the case of water distribution pipe inspection. A sonar system consists of 

an underwater scanner unit, collapsible sonar siphon float, sonar processor/monitor, skid set, and all 
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necessary connection cables (CUES, 2008). The system can be used to provide information about corrosion 

loss and volume of debris inside the pipe. 

 

Sonar profiling can be used under or above the waterline. The major drawback is that it cannot be operated in 

both air and water simultaneously. Consequently, only the part of the pipe above the waterline or the part of 

the pipe below the waterline but not both can be assessed at any one time (Eiswirth et al., 2000). 

 

2.2.1.5 Leak Noise Correlators 

Leak noise correlators are portable devices that find leak locations automatically using the cross-correlation 

method (Figure 2.4). In this method, vibration sensors or hydrophones are used to measure acoustic leak 

signals at two pipe contact points (usually valves or fire hydrants) that bracket the location of a suspected 

leak (Hunaidi et al., 2004). Unless the leak is located right in the middle between measurement points, there 

will be a time difference between the two leak signals arriving at the sensors. The time difference is obtained 

from the cross-correlation function of the two leak signals. In the presence of a leak, the cross-correlation 

function has a distinct peak at the time shift between leak signals (Hunaidi et al., 2004). The location of the 

leak is determined based on the relationship between the time difference, distance between measurement 

points, and the velocity of acoustic waves in the pipe. The distance is measured on site or read from 

distribution system maps. Propagation velocities for various pipe materials and sizes are usually available in 

most commercial devices, or they can be measured on site. 

 

A leak noise correlator is a non-invasive method, which does not require access to the pipe. Although leak 

noise correlators have been successfully used to detect leaks in the water distribution network, some 

limitations have been found when adopted in trunk mains (Costello et al., 2007). One of the greatest 

weaknesses is that the attenuation of the acoustic signal in large diameter pipelines makes it difficult to 

record a distinctive leak signal. 
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2.2.1.6 Sahara System 

The Sahara system is composed of a hydrophone, a connection cable, and a locator beacon (Figure 2.5). The 

hydrophone travels through the water mains to detect leaks and send information to the locator beacon on the 

surface, enabling leak locations to be marked (Clarke, 2000). The system detects leaks by recording the 

distinctive acoustic signals caused by leaks in the pipe walls and joints. The magnitude of the leaks can also 

be estimated from the distinctive acoustic signal (Mergelas and Henrich, 2005). Sahara can also be used to 

calculate average wall thickness based on the speed of sound measurement. 

 

The Sahara system has been adopted successfully both in distribution and large diameter water pipes without 

the limitations of leak noise correlators (Mergelas and Henrich, 2005). To the author’s knowledge, no 

limitation has been reported on using Sahara in the detection of leaks due to a lack of field evaluation work.     

 

2.2.1.7 SmartBall 

The SmartBall system is a leak detection tool consisting of several acoustic sensors, as well as a 

magnetometer, ultrasonic transmitter, accelerometer, and temperature sensors (PureTechnologies, 2009). It 

travels through a pipe with the water flow to detect, locate, and estimate the magnitude of leaks. The system 

is packaged in an aluminum alloy core with a power source, which is wrapped in a protective outer foam 

shell (Fletcher, 2008). The foam shell is mainly used to eliminate the noise caused by the device running 

through the pipeline.  

 

The SmartBall is a relatively new technology but is commercially available. To the author’s knowledge, no 

limitation has been reported on using the SmartBall for the detection of leaks due to a lack of field evaluation 

work. 

 

2.2.1.8 Magnetic Flux Leakage (MFL) 

The MFL technology is widely known but only adopted in metallic pipe inspections. A pipeline inspection 

gauge (pig) using the MFL technique travels through the pipeline with the water flow, and detects anomalies 

such as corrosion pits and cracks on the inner wall of the pipe (Mukhopadhyay and Srivastava, 2000). The 
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gauge (pig) introduces a magnetic flux field around the pipe wall. The undamaged part of the pipe will 

present a homogeneous distribution of the magnetic flux field, while defects such as metal loss will increase 

the magnetic flux field (Marlow et al., 2007). MFL technology can be deployed in different ways for the 

inspection of metallic pipes, for example, other sensors such as inertial sensors, near-field sensors, and high 

resolution geometry sensors can also be combined with Extra High Resolution MFL to provide an overall 

inspection of inner, outer anomalies, and geometric defects in metallic pipes (PureTechnologies, 2000). 

 

The main limitation of MFL is that it needs to be kept in close contact with the inner pipe wall, consequently 

the deployment of this technique for water pipe inspections is limited to clean and unlined pipes (Makar and 

Chagnon, 1999).  

 

2.2.1.9 Remote Field Eddy Current (RFEC) 

A remote field eddy current (RFEC) system consists of an exciter coil and one or more detectors. It is based 

on measuring the attenuation and phase delay of an electromagnetic signal generated by the exciter coil as it 

passes through a metallic pipe wall. RFEC can be only used for metallic pipes such as ductile and cast iron, 

and not for pipes made of other materials such as cement or clay (Mergelas and Kong, 2001). The system can 

be used to detect corrosion pits and average wall thickness. 

 

One problem with RFEC is that it is only suitable for small diameter water pipes (150 mm (6”) to 250 mm 

(10”)) and not for larger diameter pipes. Although close contact with the inner pipe wall is not necessary, 

cleaning before inspection is required to ensure that the device can run freely through the pipe. However, 

clearing off tuberculation increases the possibility of leaks as well as red water complaints. McDonald and 

Makar (1996) evaluated a commercially available product based on the RFEC technique and reported that it 

was not able to detect corrosion pits smaller than 3600 mm2 in size. It is also important to note that although 

RFEC can identify the pit location along the axis of the pipe, most current commercially available equipment 

cannot locate the pit position circumferentially. 
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2.2.1.10 Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 

Ground penetrating radar is a technique used to locate and inspect buried pipes. GPR works by transmitting 

electromagnetic wave pulses into the ground, which propagate through the ground and reflect off 

underground boundaries such as pipes. The reflected signals are acquired using a receiving antenna device 

and then analyzed (Costello et al., 2007). GPR can be used to detect leaks in sub-surface water pipes either 

by detecting anomalies around the pipe since the radar propagation speed in dry soil is different from that in 

saturated soil or by identifying soil erosion voids caused by the leaking water (Hunaidi and Giamou, 1998). 

It can also potentially be used to detect soil erosion voids around culverts through proper interpretation of 

scanning results. 

 

GPR is a non-invasive technique which does not need access to the pipe, thus pre-cleaning or dewatering is 

not required. The greatest weakness of GPR is that the presence of moisture limits the penetration depth of 

the radar pulse and the data quality (Hunaidi and Giamou, 1998). It is also important to note that 

interpretation of GPR results requires expertise and experience. 

 

2.2.1.11 Ultrasonic Techniques  

Ultrasonic techniques are based on the measurement of the travel time required for acoustic waves to 

penetrate the pipe walls and reflect back. The system comprises a piezoelectric sensor that sends out an 

ultrasonic wave and records the transit time of the wave between the sensor and the pipe wall (Rose et al., 

2008). The technology was first designed to inspect pipes above ground but it has also been used for the 

inspection of buried pipes. Ultrasonic techniques can be adopted to detect defects such as cracks, corrosion 

and holes. 

 

The main drawback of ultrasonic techniques is the requirement of a very clean inner pipe wall before 

inspection as the acoustic properties of the materials between the sensor and the pipe wall have to be known 

(Mai et al., 2012). As discussed before, it is preferable not to clean the pipe due to the increased likelihood of 

leaks and red water complaints. 
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2.2.1.12 Infrared Thermography 

Thermography techniques are based on energy transfer theory (i.e., energy transfers from warmer areas to 

cooler areas). Infrared thermography can be used to detect leaks in buried water pipes as water leaks change 

the thermal characteristics of the surrounding saturated soil compared to the adjacent dry soil.  In the field of 

culvert inspection, the technique can be potentially adopted to detect soil erosion voids around culverts. 

Heating equipment is usually used to heat the culvert from the inside, an infrared camera is then used to 

monitor the cooling process of the culvert, and the results are interpreted to discern soil properties (Crouse, 

2009).  

 

Infrared thermography is a non-invasive technique which does not require access to the pipe, thus pre-

cleaning or dewatering is not required. 

2.2.2 Corrugated Steel Culverts 

Optical methods (CCTV, optical scanning and laser profiling), GPR, ultrasonic techniques, and infrared 

thermography can also be applied to the inspection of culverts. There are also some other technologies that 

can be used to inspect culverts such as mechanical impedance testing, backscatter computed tomography, 

and gravity gradient sensors that will be discussed in the following sections. 

 

2.2.2.1 Mechanical Impedance Testing 

Mechanical impedance testing involves applying a periodic force to the inner pipe wall to obtain a specified 

movement response such as displacement, velocity, or acceleration. The system consists of a small shaker 

that provides vibrations, and force and motion measuring sensors used to measure force input and motion 

output at the same time. The motion outputs are typically measured in terms of acceleration (Bradley, 2005). 

It can be used to detect voids or over-compaction in the soil around the culvert. 

 

A drawback of mechanical impedance testing is that it can be only applied to man-entry pipes as it involves 

inspectors entering the pipe to apply a force to the surface of the culvert. 
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2.2.2.2 Backscatter Computed Tomography (BCT) 

BCT is a relatively new technology used to inspect a culvert by exposing it to a beam of gamma-rays and 

measuring the backscatter radiation (Anderson, 2012). Traditional tomographic imaging requires access to 

both sides of the object to be inspected. However, BCT can be used to inspect culverts with only one side 

access by measuring backscattered radiation. The BCT device provides scanning images through the culvert 

wall into the surrounding soil. Soil erosion voids can be discerned through diagnostic images (Anderson, 

2012).   

 

BCT has been successfully used to detect soil erosion voids around culverts in a pilot project in the City of 

Toronto (Anderson, 2012). Similar to mechanical impedance testing, it also requires inspectors to enter the 

culvert, therefore it can only be used for man-entry culverts. No other limitations have been reported so far. 

 

2.2.2.3 Gravity Gradient Sensors 

Gravity gradiometer technology measures minute differences in the earth’s density to yield information on 

underground geologic structures (DiFrancesco et al., 2009). It can potentially be used for the detection of 

erosion voids around buried culverts. 

 

The greatest weakness of gravity gradient sensors is the requirement for long measurement times to obtain 

acceptable results. It is also important to note that the sensitivity of the technology increases as the depth 

increases, in other words the sensitivity diameter to depth ratio is approximately a constant (Metje et al., 

2011).   

2.3 Guidance for Choosing the most Appropriate Technology 

As each inspection method can only detect one or two categories of defects, and they all have their own 

advantages and disadvantages, different technologies are required in different situations. Choosing the most 

suitable technology for a certain project is a challenge for buried infrastructure owners. Table. 2.1 gives a 

summary of different technologies. This section provides guidance for choosing inspection technologies for 
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cast iron water pipes as well as corrugated steel culverts. Available technologies are assessed in terms of 

what defects they can detect, performance, applications, and limitations. 

 

A flow chart (Figure 2.6) is developed based on a set of criteria to select the most suitable technique in 

different situations. Firstly, different technologies are categorised in terms of what defects they can detect 

(corrosion pits and cracks on the internal wall, leaks, and soil erosion voids). Pre-cleaning or pre-draining 

and access requirements are then considered to select the most appropriate technology for each situation. 

2.4 Comparison of an Invasive Technology and a Non-invasive Technology 

CCTV and ground penetrating radar (GPR) applied from the ground surface are two of the most well 

established methods and commonly used techniques in current practice. A comparison of the two 

technologies is developed based on a range of criteria to illustrate the factors that need to be considered when 

selecting a NDT technology for pipe assessment. 

 

What defects can be detected: CCTV can provide information on the visible distress indicators on the 

internal pipe wall (e.g., cracks, spalling, dents, bulges, cracks, pinholes, etc., as well as sags, open joints, 

misalignment, shape distortion, etc.). GPR applied from ground surface can detect leaks, and determine the 

position of voids and anomalies below the surface. 

 

Access Requirements: For CCTV, the images of the inside wall can only be obtained above the water line 

and the pipe inner wall has to be exposed, therefore it requires pipes to be drained and cleaned before 

inspection. GPR can be applied directly from ground surface thus it neither requires access to the pipe nor for 

the pipe to be cleaned or drained before inspection. 

 

Performance: The interpretation of CCTV images is time-consuming and hhighly dependent on the 

inspector’s experience and skills. For example, no more than 2% of the main sewers in the UK were 

inspected using CCTV and at least 20% of these inspection results were considered to be inaccurate 

(OFWAT, 2004). On the other hand, the performance of GPR is highly dependent on soil conditions, 
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particularly moisture content. It has been successfully applied to detect voids beneath the ground both in the 

lab and field (Kofman et al., 2005 and Cassidy et al., 2011).  

 

Limitations: The major limitation of CCTV is that the assessment is subjective and the degree to which the 

inspector’s judgement can be affected by experience, mental awareness, distractions, and interruptions. 

While for GPR, the greatest weakness is that the presence of moisture would inhibit the penetration of radar 

pulse and thereby limit the penetration depth and data quality. It is also important to note that interpretation 

of GPR results requires a significant amount of work. 

2.5 Conclusions 

This chapter has reviewed various techniques that are applied, and in some cases proposed, for the condition 

assessment of cast iron water pipes and corrugated steel culverts. The wide variety of approaches is 

encouraging, and combinations can be chosen to suit particular site requirements and conditions. Guidance 

was provided in the form of a flowchart and a sample technology comparison with an emphasis on what 

defects can be detected, access requirements, performance, and limitations. As the most common inspection 

technique, CCTV was compared to a well-established non-invasive technique, GPR. 
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Table 2.1 Different inspection technologies 

Technology Parameter 
Measured 

Dewatering 
Required 

Cleaning 
Required 

Access to 
the pipe 

Applications and 
limitations 

CCTV, Optical 
scanning, Laser 
profiling 

Distress indicators 
visible on the 
inside pipe surface 
(e.g. cracks, joints, 
etc.) 

Yes Yes Yes Interpretation of results 
is time consuming and 
highly dependent on 
personal skills and 
experience 

Sonar survey Pipe wall 
deflection, 
corrosion loss and 
volume of debris 

No Yes Yes  

Sahara system, 
SmartBall 

Location of leaks No Yes Yes  

Leak noise 
correlators 

Location of leaks No No No Limited to small 
diameter water pipes 

MFL Corrosion pits and 
remaining wall 
thickness 

Yes Yes Yes  

RFEC Corrosion pits and 
metal loss features 

No Yes Yes Limited to small 
diameter water pipes 

Ultrasonics Geometry of 
corrosion pits, 
voids and cracks 

No Yes Yes Most commercial 
equipment is only 
available for oil and gas 
pipelines 

GPR Erosion voids and 
leakage 

No No No Highly dependent on 
soil conditions 

Infrared 
thermography 

Erosion voids and 
leakage 

No No Yes  

Mechanical 
impedance 
testing 

Erosion voids Yes Yes Yes  

BCT Erosion voids Yes Yes Yes  
Gravity 
gradient sensor 

Erosion voids No No No Used mainly in studies 
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Figure 2.1 CCTV inspection system (Vickridge and Leontidis, 1997). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 Panoramo 3D optical scanner (RapidView, 2008).  
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Figure 2.3 Laser profiling (OMC, 2001a).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic illustration of the cross-correlation method for pinpointing leaks in water pipes 

(O. Hunaidi et al., 2004). 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic view of operation of Sahara system (Clarke, 2000). 
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Figure 2.6 Flow chart for choosing most appropriate technology.  
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Chapter 3 

Detecting Leakage in Cast Iron Water Pipes using Frost-induced Differential 

Ground Movement 

3.1 Introduction 

The City of Kingston, Ontario, like many North American cities, has to cope with elevated costs due to 

emergency water main repairs, especially during cold winter months. Lackington and Large (1980), 

Needham and Howe (1981), Newport (1981), Walski and Pelliccia (1982), Ciottoni (1985), Goulter nd 

Kazemi (1988), Lochbaum (1993), Chambers (1994), and Habibian (1994) reported typical annual patterns 

of water main breakage rates that peak during or toward the end of the winter season, when the ground 

temperatures are the lowest. Although the burial depth of water pipes in the Kingston area is typically deeper 

than the frost line position (MTO, 2010), the majority of breaks in aging small diameter cast iron pipes that 

were corroded or cracked occur in the winter (Utilities Kingston, n.d.). However, it is not clear what is 

causing failure of these pipes in colder temperatures, which means that managing an aging pipe network is 

also a challenge. Therefore, more research on the failure mechanism of cast iron water pipes with defects due 

to differential ground movement caused by cold temperatures and ways to assess which pipes are likely to 

fail is needed. 

 

Studies have been conducted on frost-induced mechanics in buried pipes (Nixon et al., 1983; Selvadurai and 

Shinde, 1994; Razaqpur and Wang, 1996; Konrad and Morgenstern, 1984), but the effect of frost heave on 

cast iron water pipes and ground deformation has not been studied extensively. Typical cast iron water pipe 

failure mechanisms include ring fractures and longitudinal breaks (Rajani and Zhan, 1996). Researchers have 

speculated that ring fractures may result from the axial tension induced due to restraints on thermal 

contraction due to temperature change (Rajani et al., 1996), bending moments resulting from settlement due 

to poor bedding, or expansion of underlying materials. However, they may also result from differential 

ground movements caused by frost heave in the overlying soil strata. Trickey et al. (2016) performed a three 

dimensional finite element analysis of a cast iron water pipe to examine its failure mechanism as well as the 

ground deformation under specific frost loading. They proposed that the effect of frost is to generate 
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differential ground movements along the pipeline large enough to produce bending moments that fracture the 

pipe. A parametric study was also conducted to investigate the influence of geometric and material 

conditions on the potential for ring fracture of a cast iron water pipe subject to differential frost movements. 

A critical differential ground movement of 0.1 m was observed when longitudinal bending moments that 

induces ring fracture of the pipe was reached under well-defined conditions. However, though the 

mechanism was observed in numerical models, no field data was available to evaluate the model against. 

 

As most cast iron water pipes are reaching the end of their intended service lives, and susceptible to 

corrosion and cracks, leakage becomes a more significant problem over time. It is hypothesized that leakage 

in cast iron water pipes provides a water supply for localized frost heave, and introduces a longitudinal 

bending moment which can accelerate the failure process (Moore, 2015). To the author’s knowledge, no 

experimental studies have been conducted to understand the relationship between leakage in cast iron water 

pipes and frost-induced differential ground movements. Therefore, the present investigation aims to provide 

a technique for measuring the required parameters and insight into this relationship. The study involves 

leakage and remaining wall thickness surveys of several existing water pipes in Kingston, along with 

seasonal ground deformation measurements acquired with both a Total Station, and Light Detection and 

Ranging (LiDAR) surveying.  

 

The objectives of this research program are to i) identify leaks and remaining wall thickness in existing water 

pipes, ii) obtain seasonal ground movements using different measurement techniques and compare these 

techniques, and iii) examine the relationship between leaks in cast iron water pipes and overlying ground 

movements. The first section of this chapter reviews the background of the technologies used in this 

research. Details of the field sites, instruments, and testing procedures are provided in the following section. 

The results of the tests will then be presented and explained, followed by the key conclusions. 
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3.2 Background 

3.2.1 Acoustic-based Pipe Condition Assessment Technology 

Acoustic-based pipe condition assessment is a widely-used technology for pipe condition assessment and 

leak detection. The system is comprised of acoustic sensors, radio frequency transmitters and receivers, and 

analysis software. This technology works by attaching a low-frequency vibration sensor to metallic water 

pipes, either directly or via valves or fire hydrants. The system determines the time it takes a sound to travel 

between two connection points. Sounds can be either naturally occurring, like a leak, or induced in a nearby 

connection point (Hunaidi et al., 2004). 

 

This technology can also be used to calculate the remaining wall thickness using similar cross correlation 

methods. By physically tapping on a fitting, flowing water from a fire hydrant, or using vibro-mechanical 

shakers to induce noise into the pipe at specific frequencies, acoustic signals are introduced into the pipe. 

Acoustic sensors mounted on separate, easily accessible points, such as existing inline valves or the pipe 

itself, then measure the time it takes for the acoustic signal to reach each sensor. The speed of sound can be 

calculated by finding the time delay over a known distance. Using the speed and the water hammer equation, 

equation 3-1, the average pipe wall thickness can be found (Echologics, 2010). 
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where, v is the speed of sound in the full pipe, !"is speed of sound in water, #$ is internal pipe diameter, %& 

is Bulk Modulus of Elasticity of water, '( is pipe wall thickness, and ) is the Young’s modulus of the pipe 

material. 

3.2.2 Total Station 

A total station is a traditional surveying device employed to obtain three-dimensional coordinates of a target 

point with a measurement of distance, and horizontal and vertical angles between the device and target 

points. An explanation of the elements of measurement is shown in Figure 3.1 (Leica, 2006). The total 

station and target prisms are set up using tripods, tribrachs, and prism poles over the station position and 
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measurement points. Ground deformation can be monitored with a total station through comparing the 

measurement of the three-dimensional position of a series of points on the ground relative to one or several 

fixed points at different times. For this research, vertical movement of the ground is of particular interest 

since it reflects the effect of frost heave directly. The elevation of the target prism can be found using 

equation 3-2: 
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sin π        (3-2) 

where, *+ is the elevation of the target prism, *, is the elevation of the station point, *- is the instrument 

height, . is the slope distance as shown in Figure 3.1, / is the vertical angle as shown in Figure 3.1, and *0 

is the reflector height. 

3.2.3 Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) 

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is a remote sensing technique. It determines the distance between the 

scanner and a target object by measuring the phase shifts in the waves of the infrared light projected toward 

the object and reflected back to the scanner (FARO, 2016). LiDAR typically utilizes a group of sensors to 

locate the scanning object in three-dimensional space, including Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers 

to obtain position and angle for the orientation of scanning mirrors, and an altimeter to measure the altitude 

of the instrument (Lefsky et al., 2002).  

 

LiDAR scanning can be conducted in one of two ways: airborne, where the scanner is carried by an aircraft 

or satellite, or terrestrial, where the scanner is either set up on the ground or mounted on a vehicle. Point 

clouds from terrestrial-based LiDAR tend to be denser but less uniform as they are created from multiple 

laser beams scanning at different angles which are then merged into one dataset with a common reference 

system (Bonnaffe et al., 2007). In a point cloud produced by terrestrial LiDAR, point density is the highest 

closest to the scanner and decreases with distance, however, the precision of point determination decreases 

only slightly with range (Lichti et al., 2002). The overall point density is determined by resolution 

parameters selected by the operator before scanning. 
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3.3 Experimental Background 

3.3.1 Field Sites 

Two sites were selected for leak detection and pipe condition assessment using the acoustic-based 

technology, with a total potential measured distance of 3500 m. The segments proposed for testing are shown 

in Figure 3.2 for Site A and Figure 3.3 for Site B, which include the location of proposed access points with 

Utilities Kingston asset identification numbers. These sites were selected as there is historic data on the 

frequency and location of breaks, and some of those segments are also appropriate for Total Station and 

LiDAR surveying. 

 

Three segments were chosen for Total Station and LiDAR surveying, with a total potential measured 

distance of 400 m. The segments were selected based on the following criteria: 

• Residential street with low traffic volumes 

• Water pipe not buried under the middle of the road (to avoid road closures) 

• Water pipe not under road surface covered by snow in winter 

• Possible fixed reference points (fire hydrant or corner of houses) 

• Pipe segment follows a straight line in the monitored area 

A detailed explanation of the selection process is described in Appendix A: Total Station Survey.  

 

Based on the information provided by Utilities Kingston, the pipes under the 3 selected segments are all 150 

mm (6 in) cast iron water pipes installed 60-70 years ago with at least one recorded break. The burial depth 

of the water pipes is about 1.6 m for the Helen Street segment, and is not available for the two Cameron 

Street segments. The pipe on the Helen Street segment is about 1.6 m away from and parallel to the curb. 

The pipe segment on Cameron Street near Seventh Avenue is about 4 m away from and parallel to the curb, 

while the pipe segment on Cameron Street near Oak Street runs on an angle to the curb with one end about 2 

m away from the curb and the other about 4 m from the curb. The segments proposed for surveying are 

highlighted in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively. 
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3.3.2 Sensor Technologies 

Leak detection and condition assessment testing was conducted using the LeakFinderRT provided by 

Echologics shown in Figure 3.4. It works using a low-frequency vibration sensor attached to metallic water 

pipes, either directly or via underground valves or fire hydrants. Signals from the low-frequency vibration 

sensors are transmitted wirelessly to a computer. The sounds from the sensor are inputted into the software 

and the sound recording is done for two to five minutes. The software requires the pipe type, pipe diameter, 

and distance parameters to be inputted. The leak detection and condition assessment software takes a 

recording of the sound in the pipe at each sensor, and looks for similarities in the frequency and amplitude. 

During leak detection, a leak sound will propagate through to both sensors and the receiver will record the 

similarity, demonstrating coherence between the two sounds.  

 

A survey to evaluate the remaining pipe thickness measurement accuracy compared sample coupon data 

provided by the Corrosion Probe Institute with Echologics acoustic monitoring assessment and the results 

have been included in Figure 3.5 (Echologics 2010). The difference between the two thickness 

measurements varies from 10 to 25%. However, this is expected as the results from the acoustic assessment 

are an average measurement over the length of the test segment rather than a discrete point measurement like 

those taken for the coupon samples. Overall, acoustic methods for condition assessment and leak detection 

can be useful for locating leaks and estimating the overall condition of a site. 

 

The Leica TCA 2003 Total Station was used to monitor seasonal ground deformation of the road pavement 

at selected locations. The total station uses coordinate geometry to use measured horizontal angle, vertical 

angle, and slope distance to estimate three-dimensional coordinates of a target. The instrument can 

automatically record the XYZ coordinates with a point number, point description, date, time, and 

atmospheric conditions. The Leica TCA 2003 can achieve an angle measurement accuracy of 0.5 arc-

seconds (1/7200 degrees) and distance measurement accuracy of 1 mm + 1 parts per million (1 mm per 1 

km), depending on atmospheric conditions (Leica 2006). Merkle and Myers (2004) reported that Leica TCA 

2003 Total Station could measure deformation to within 0.2 mm at close range (less than 50 m). The Leica 

TCA 2003 Total Station achieves high accuracy with the help of automatic target recognition and locking, 
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the device can rotate on both horizontal and vertical axes automatically without any adjustment by the user 

during the process. The user manually aims at the target prism at the beginning of surveying process, and the 

total station automatically tracks the target prism and measures it subsequently. The total station is sensitive 

to movement and vibration, hence this function can help eliminate error induced from physical contact with 

the instrument. 

 

The FARO Focus S150 Laser Scanner was used for the generation of 3-dimensional surface models of the 

pavement and deformation monitoring. The scanner has a scanning range of 0.6 – 150 m in distance, 300 

degrees in vertical angle and 360 degrees in horizontal angle. It is composed of multiple sensors, including 

GPS, compass, altimeter, and dual axis compensator that allows self-leveling of the instrument. Depending 

on the resolution and quality parameters selected, the scanner is able to collect 0.7 million points (a 50 mm 

point spacing at a 10 m distance) to 700 million points (1.5 mm point spacing at 10 m distance) in a single 

scan, and the corresponding scanning time varies from 1 minute to 120 minutes. The device can achieve a 

ranging accuracy of 1 mm depending on the lighting conditions, surface quality, and colour of the scanning 

object (FARO 2016). Sunlight and shiny, highly reflective surfaces and dark objects would reduce range and 

increase the noise in each scan. 

3.3.3 Testing Procedure 

3.3.3.1 Acoustic-based Leak Detection and Pipe Condition Assessment Survey 

Site A and Site B were divided into 10 and 7 segments (80 to 200m in length) respectively. The length of the 

segments was measured between two connection points (mainly inline valves and hydrant shut off valves) 

using a measuring wheel directly overlying the water pipe, and double checked against the site maps 

provided by Utilities Kingston. In locations of fire hydrant connection points, the distance between the pipe 

and the hydrant was measured and recorded in addition to the straight line distance. Proposed segments with 

a distance over 200 m were not tested to minimize the error induced from calculating an average wall 

thickness for segments with varying conditions along their length (MacMillan, 2017). The sensors were 

connected to transmitters through a 3-metre-long cable and were attached to the valves by magnets. The 
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receiver was placed on top of a vehicle to strengthen the signal. The water service remained on during 

testing, as water must be flowing through the pipes to determine the velocity of sound. 

 

The background noise was first recorded in the water pipe on the segment to find potential leaks. The system 

found coherence between the sensors, and produced a time delay reading at the peak with the highest 

amplitude if potential leaks were detected. Another background noise test lasting longer (generally 3 to 5 

minutes) was then conducted to confirm the existence of the anomaly. A measuring wheel was used to locate 

the potential leak along the segment with respect to one of the sensor locations. A ground microphone was 

then applied at the pavement surface directly overlying the potential leak location to hear high magnitude 

leaks. Visual inspection was then used, looking for bulges in the road, visible previous repairs, and in the 

case of a large leak, visible water. At least two out of three forms of evidence should be present in order to 

determine if a point of interest is a leak: the cross correlation system detecting a leak, visible evidence of a 

leak, and the ground microphone hearing the sound of a leak.  

 

If no leaks were detected, no coherence would be found between the two sensors. That means the system will 

hear random movement in the pipes and not be able to find any similarity. Segments that had no leak-like 

conditions were measured for the remaining wall thickness. By physically tapping on a nearby fire hydrant 

with a rubber mallet, acoustic signals were introduced into the pipe. Acoustic sensors then measured the time 

it takes for the acoustic signal to reach each sensor and the speed of sound was calculated by finding the time 

delay over the travelling distance. The remaining thickness of the segments was calculated using the water 

hammer equation (3-1). This method was repeated three to four times, varying the intensity of sound and 

using multiple nearby hydrants on either end of the segment. When tests were repeated and the velocities 

differed by more than 20 m/s, the tests were repeated again and in some cases the equipment was checked to 

ensure there was a secure connection. 

 

3.3.3.2 Total Station Survey 

A total Station survey was conducted on 3 selected street segments in the summer and winter of 2016 and 

2017. Each segment was divided into a number of 2 m-long intervals and survey points were marked at the 
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ends of each interval. A schematic is shown in Figure 3.6. Road construction signs and pylons were also set 

up according to the requirements of the Ontario Traffic Manual Book 7 (2014) to mitigate the risk of a 

surveyor being hit by a vehicle. The total station was setup on the sidewalk with an unobstructed view of all 

the survey and reference points. A Leica 360° prism mounted atop a prism pole was used to obtain the three-

dimensional coordinates of survey points and a circular prism attached to a magnet was used for reference 

points (e.g. a fire hydrant and corner of a house). Photos of both prisms and the pole are shown in Figure 3.7. 

The instrument was setup and calibrated following the procedure explained in Appendix A. The 

measurement of survey and reference points was then conducted using automatic target recognition. Pictures 

of the surveying process are shown in Figure 3.8. The measurement was repeated at least two times during 

each surveying session in order to minimize the error from leveling and other unexpected sources.  

 

The reflector height of the circular prism was measured by digital caliper and further verified by comparing 

the coordinates of the same points obtained using the 360° prism mounted atop a prism pole and the circular 

prism. The prism pole was set at height of 1.8 m to avoid excessive vertical rotation of the total station when 

testing. 

 

Reference points were selected on objects considered not to be affected by frost heave (i.e. fire hydrants and 

corners of houses). More than one reference point was chosen for each segment due to the uncertainty 

associated with movement of the reference points due to temperature change. The reference points also serve 

to reduce the possibility of errors due to any undesired instrument movement.   

 

3.3.3.3 LiDAR Survey 

The LiDAR data was collected using a FARO Focus S150 laser scanner at a point spacing of 5 mm at 10 m 

distance on March 22nd and 23rd and June 21st and 28th, 2017, at 3 selected street segments, and at a point 

spacing of 1.5 mm at 10 m distance on August 23rd at the Cameron Street near Oak Street site. 

 

Each LiDAR survey was completed by conducting several scans within a controlled distance along the 

pavement due to the fact that point density is the highest closest to the scanner and decreases with distance. 
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A schematic of the LiDAR survey is shown in Figure 3.9. In order to register each individual scan into a 

single coordinate system, several methods can be adopted in the data analysis, including manual registration 

with correspondence view, cloud to cloud registration, and target-based registration. The correspondence 

view is a tool that enables a rough registering of scans. It allows manual placement of scans but will not 

work when high accuracy is required. Cloud to cloud registration is useful in a controlled environment where 

scanning objects are stationary. It uses a six-parameter, rigid-body transformation to align two separate scans 

based on the common points identified in the overlapping part of the two scans. The registration accuracy is 

highly dependent on the number and quality of the common points in two scans. Target-based registration 

involves placing defined targets within a limited range from both scan locations and registering two scans by 

identifying and aligning targets in the data processing.  

 

Target-based registration was selected for this study as the desired accuracy can only be achieved by this 

method. Moving vehicles, tree leaves, and people make cloud to cloud registration susceptible to errors and 

manual registration with correspondence view is also limited by accuracy. Three target spheres or 

checkboards were placed within 19 m of both adjacent scan locations based on the target placement 

suggestions given by FARO (2016). A photo of the target spheres is shown in Figure 3.10. The targets were 

also placed at different distances and angles to distinguish them in subsequent data analysis. Targets were 

also secured on tripods and placed on flat ground to make sure that they would not be subject to any 

movement during the scanning process. The scanner started not pointing at any of the targets because a 

bisected target cannot be identified in post-processing. A photo showing the layout of the LiDAR survey is 

shown in Figure 3.11. 

 

Once separate scans were registered into a single coordinate system, noise and redundant objects could be 

removed from the point cloud by data filtering. For example, tree leaves, cars, grass, and noise on the 

pavement were removed. This reduced file sizes and ultimately saved processing time for deformation 

analysis.   
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3.4 Experimental Results 

3.4.1 Leakage and Remaining Wall Thickness Surveying  

Sound files recorded on site were analyzed by Kirsten MacMillan using proprietary software made available 

by Echologics, a Division of Mueller Canada, Ltd. (MacMillan, 2017). The necessary inputs are shown in 

Table 3.1. The results included the potential and confirmed leak locations, remaining wall thickness, and a 

comparison to the provided original wall thickness for two sites in Kingston. Preliminary average remaining 

wall thickness results were obtained for seven segments, with an additional three locations having leak like 

conditions (and thus no average wall thickness results). These findings have been visually represented in 

Figure 3.12 for Site A and Figure 3.13 for Site B, with estimated remaining wall thickness and location 

information for both sites found in Table 3.2. 

 

The results for Site A include five remaining wall thickness measurements, one confirmed leak, and an 

additional segment exhibiting leak like conditions. Pipes in Site A have an average wall thickness loss of 

39%, ranging from 32% to 48%. The segment with the highest loss to the nominal thickness is segment 1, on 

Hillcrest Avenue. Results for Site B include three remaining wall thickness measurements, and a segment 

exhibiting leak like conditions. Pipes in Site B had an average wall thickness loss of 58%, ranging from 49% 

to 68% loss. The segment with the highest loss to nominal thickness ratio is segment 9, on Helen Street.  

 

The most probable cause for inaccurate results and comments on whether these measurements could be 

repeated are included in Table 3.3. Possible source of errors in testing are discussed below. 

l Taking an Average: The remaining wall thickness measuring method provides an average value of 

minimum wall thickness over the length of the pipe. A pipe that exhibits 10% wall loss may be a pipe 

with constant 10% loss along the length around the entire circumference, a pipe with 20% loss along 

half of the length around the entire circumference, a pipe with 20% wall loss throughout the top half of 

the entire length of pipe, extensive pitting corrosion in one small section of the pipe and otherwise 

excellent conditions, and a number of other combinations (Echologics, 2010).  

l Pipe Material: The original wall thickness at installation for spun and pit cast pipes are between 9.65 

mm and 10.9 mm respectively (MacMillan, 2017). As the initial pipe wall thickness was estimated 
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based on common manufacturing methods and the accurate value is unknown, it influenced the 

percentage loss of wall thickness. The difference in reporting gives an average 7% change between pit 

and spun, with the reported pit cast giving the appearance of greater degradation due to the lower 

starting thickness. 

l Changes in pipe material due to repair: Several repairs were noticed on the sites based on both 

information provided by Utilities Kingston and visible repair cut marks on the pavements. The method 

and total length of repairs were not provided, and actual pipe material properties were not obtained. The 

technology requires the Young’s modulus of the pipe material to calculate remaining wall thickness. 

Repairing and replacing pipe segments using other materials (e.g. PVC and concrete) can change the 

Young’s modulus of the original cast iron pipe to a certain extent. As the Young’s modulus for concrete 

liners and PVC is significantly lower than cast iron, the results obtained for sections with repairs 

exhibit significantly higher reported wall thickness loss than actual.  

l Electrical Interference: Electrical interference was encountered on the Westdale Avenue segment and 

produced significant effects on the results. The electrical interference appears on the readings with a 

high frequency range and the results give a significantly higher velocity, with reports of up to 200% 

growth in the wall thickness measurements (MacMillan, 2017). These sections were removed from the 

findings however they could be retested in future studies when less interference is present. 

l Testing Restrictions: Acoustic signals were introduced into the pipes only by physically tapping on a 

nearby fire hydrant outside of the testing segment. Fire hydrants were not opened to generate an 

acoustic signal. Repeated testing with acoustic signals generated by different methods would help 

improve testing accuracy as repeatability and accuracy of results can be determined by comparing each 

iteration of the test. In future testing, both tapping and flowing of hydrants on either end of the segment 

should be used to improve the accuracy. 

l Street Layout: The system also requires accurate pipe distance measurements to calculate the 

remaining wall thickness. Errors could be introduced from measuring pipe distance along the 

approximate pipe location based on the maps provided by Utilities Kingston. Additionally, tests 

conducted using different types of fittings (i.e. an inline valve to a hydrant valve) also affected the 

accuracy of distance measurement as some distances could not be confirmed. 
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3.4.2 Accuracy of Total Station and LiDAR Surveying 

3.4.2.1 Accuracy of Total Station Surveying 

In vertical deformation monitoring, leveling of the instrument is essential. As mentioned before, the total 

station was sensitive to movement and vibration. The slightest nudge to the device or its tripod could shift 

and/or rotate the device, thus inducing considerable errors. An example of errors caused by the leveling issue 

is shown in Appendix A. The total station will automatically stop measuring when the leveling accuracy of 

the instrument is out of range. The digital leveling bubble was monitored and repeated measurements were 

taken to eliminate the error induced from a leveling problem. 

 

Failing to align the total station on the centre of target prisms could cause significant errors. Hence, the 

Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) function was utilized to reduce errors induced from prism locating.  

The accuracy for the target point recognition of the instrument is determined by the selection of the 

Electronic Distance Measuring (EDM) measuring mode (Leica 2006). The highest accuracy for the target 

point recognition by the ATR is obtained in the precision mode (PRECI). The setting PRECI must be 

selected for the total station in order to reach the specified angle measurement accuracy of 0.5" (0.15 mgon) 

during target recognition measurements. Figure 3.14 shows the effect of distance on the linear accuracy of 

the prism position and on the angle measurement for a TCA 2003 Total Station. The measurement range is 

reduced under the following unfavourable conditions: 

• Hot sunny weather 

• Strong heat shimmer 

• Bright reflections of the sun in the field of view 

• Raindrops, condensation or dirt on the prism 

 

Different types of errors that may result during the total station survey process are listed in Table 3.4. 

Different prism constants were set when measuring different types of prisms (e.g. 23.1 mm for the 360° 

prism and 0 mm for the circular prism). Measurements were repeated during each survey to reduce the errors 

resulting from atmospheric conditions and human error. During the data analysis, repeated measurements for 

reference points were checked and compared first. Results for the elevation difference over time between a 
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fire hydrant and the corner of a house on Helen Street Segment are shown in Figure 3.15. The difference 

between reference points over the monitoring period remained relatively constant with a standard deviation 

of 0.0015 m, suggesting that the results were repeatable.  

 

In order to obtain a sense of errors of the Total Station survey in this study, a comparison of measurements 

taken on the same street at the same time with both the same setup and two Total Station setups is provided 

in Figure 3.16. Three measurements were all taken on the Helen street segment on April 13th 2016. The first 

and second measurements were conducted with the same Total Station setup while the third measurement 

was taken after a re-setup of the Total Station. Results show that the difference between the three 

measurements are mostly within +/- 5 mm.  

 

3.4.2.2 Accuracy of LiDAR Surveying 

The accuracy of ground deformation monitoring using LiDAR is dependent on the magnitude of errors 

resulting from both the instrument and post-processing. The following is a discussion on the errors induced 

from the instrument and different data processing strategies. 

 

Instrument error: The instrument accuracy of the FARO Focus S150 is 1 mm in the range and 19" in 

vertical and horizontal angle (FARO 2016). The instrument measurement error is also dependent on 

measuring distance, reflectivity and roughness of the object surface, incidence angle, lighting, and 

atmospheric conditions (Jaboyedoff et al., 2012; Teza et al., 2007). Winter data was collected with a 

resolution of 5 mm at a 10 m distance, while summer data was collected with a resolution of both 5 mm at a 

10 m distance and 1.5 mm at a 10 m distance. 

 

Post-processing strategies: One of the goals of this research was to develop a method of obtaining 

differential ground movements along the line of a pipe. In order to compare point clouds obtained in the 

summer and winter, and to get ground deformation with maximum measurement errors of +/- 5 mm, several 

strategies were attempted. 
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Strategy 1 – “Geo-referencing using Total Station”  

The total station was used to obtain three-dimensional coordinates of fixed reference points for transforming 

the winter and summer point clouds into a single coordinate system. In order to align two point clouds, a 

minimum of 3 common reference points are required. First, separate scans in both the winter and summer 

were registered using the target-based registration method. Registration errors for three selected segments in 

both winter and summer are listed in Table 3.5 as well as the mean error and standard deviation for each 

survey. The mean of the registration error of the survey done at the Cameron near Seventh site in winter (CS-

W) is 4.13 mm and the maximum error is 7.36 mm. The registration error of the remaining five surveys are 

within acceptable range (mean and maximum error within 4 mm and 6 mm, respectively). Then selected 

reference points were marked using a point picking tool in both the winter and summer point clouds. 

Reference points with three-dimensional coordinates obtained from the total station survey were imported 

and both the winter and summer data were registered again by aligning marked reference points to the 

coordinates of imported reference points. This way the summer and winter point clouds were transferred into 

a single coordinate system established using the coordinates of the imported reference points. 

 

The accuracy of the registration with reference points measured using the total station is dependent on the 

accuracy of the total station survey, offsets between exact points measured by the total station and marked 

using the point picking tool in the software, and offsets between points marked in the winter and summer 

point clouds. Offsets between survey points and manually marked points were minimized through 

appropriate point selection. Because the point spacing of a LiDAR scan is the smallest closest to the scanner 

and increases with distance, the spatial sampling of an object is never identical. This will introduce a 

significant error when attempting to pick the exact same reference point measured by the total station in both 

the winter and summer point clouds. Based on the resolution selected (5 mm at a 10 m distance), objects at 

close range (~5 m) of any one of the scan locations were considered as potential reference points as long as 

they were free from frost heave effects (i.e. fire hydrant and corner of a house). Hence, the error resulting 

from point picking was controlled to be 2-3 mm. Three reference points were selected on each of the two 

hydrants within the acceptable range of the two scan locations. Reference points were also checked to be 

within the LiDAR’s field of view from the two scan locations. Photos of reference point locations are shown 
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in Figure 3.17. No reference points were chosen on houses because they were at least 10 m away from any 

one of the scan locations. 

 

Registration errors for geo-referencing using the total station on the Cameron Street near Oak Street segment 

are shown in Table 3.6. Six reference points were used (three on each fire hydrant at two ends) and a mean 

error of 26.09 mm with 19.48 mm deviation was encountered. Based on the total station survey results 

obtained, a maximum deformation of 25 mm was observed. The registration error induced from geo-

referencing using the total station method is considered to be beyond the acceptable range. 

 

Strategy 2 – “Registration by picking equivalent point pairs”  

Since registering two point clouds with reference points measured by the total station survey will add an 

error due to the total station measurements, a registration method using fixed reference points picked in both 

point clouds was proposed. This can be achieved directly in the CloudCompare software. While in the 

SCENE software, a similar registration procedure with “Geo-referencing using Total Station” strategy was 

undertaken. Separate scans were registered first using the target-based registration method with registration 

errors listed in Table 3.5. Reference points were picked in the summer point cloud and their coordinates were 

exported. Then equivalent fixed reference points were marked in the winter point cloud and the coordinates 

exported from the summer data were imported into winter point cloud. The winter point cloud was aligned to 

the coordinate system established by the imported reference points (i.e. the coordinate system of summer 

point cloud). 

 

Nine reference points were picked on either the fire hydrants or the foundations of houses near the ground, 

and at least one reference point was picked in each separate scan to possibly improve the registration quality. 

A dispersed distribution of reference points could help reduce errors due to rotation but high point spacing on 

houses would in turn increase errors. The registration errors using this strategy for the Cameron Street near 

Oak Street site are listed in Table 3.7. A mean error of 29.99 mm with 32.71 mm deviation was encountered. 

As mentioned above, a registration error of 30 mm is beyond the acceptable limit. Hence, the equivalent 

point pairs alignment method failed to register two point clouds with an acceptable error. 
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Strategy 3 – Registration using the whole scan excluding the pavement  

As shown previously, registering two point clouds with hundreds of millions of points using only a few 

reference points introduced unacceptable errors for ground deformation monitoring. Another method using 

the whole scan but not including pavement for registration was proposed. This can only be achieved using 

the fine registration, or iterative closest point (ICP), function in CloudCompare.  

 

ICP is an algorithm employed to minimize the difference between two point clouds (Yang and Medioni, 

1992). In the ICP algorithm, one reference point cloud is kept fixed, while the other one, the source, is 

transformed to best match the reference (Besl and McKay, 1992). It minimizes the distance from the source 

to the reference point cloud (e.g. the sum of squared differences between the coordinates of the matched 

pairs) by iteratively revising the transformation matrix (combination of translation and rotation). Due to the 

nature of a LiDAR scan where point spacing is the smallest closest to the scanner and increases with distance 

and where the spatial sampling of an object is never identical, an error will be introduced into the registration 

of two point clouds. The ICP registration method can also introduce systematic errors which are dependent 

on the registration method, the number of scan locations, and instrument characteristics (Lague et al., 2013). 

Based on the registration results, areas of high point spacing often cause the largest systematic errors. A 

survey designed with appropriate and adequate scan locations to diminish areas of high point spacing would 

significantly improve registration accuracy (Kromer et al., 2015). 

 

Instead of comparing the whole survey area registered by separate scans, each scan was compared 

individually in this method. This will eliminate the errors resulting from registering separate scans described 

in Table 3.5. Noise and redundant objects (e.g. tree leaves, cars, and grass) were removed from both point 

clouds first to eliminate registration errors induced from aligning unmatched areas. Then the pavement area 

was removed in both point clouds using a segmentation tool, leaving the rest of the scan to be registered 

using the ICP algorithm. A 4×4 transformation matrix (i.e. rotation and/or translation) that transformed the 

source point cloud to best match the reference point cloud was given when the registration was finished. The 

same transformation matrix was applied to the pavement segment of the source point cloud to keep the 
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pavement and rest of the scan in the correct relative position. The cloud to cloud distance was calculated 

using each of compared cloud’s points relative to the corresponding nearest point in reference cloud. The 

generated scalar field was hosted by compared cloud. The distance between areas used for registration were 

checked and poorly registered parts (i.e. areas with relatively large distance) were removed and the same 

comparison procedure was employed again to improve registration quality. The iterative process allowed for 

gradual reduction of registration errors. A final version of the comparison result is shown in Figure 3.18. 

Houses, a fire hydrant, and a utility pole were finally chosen as fixed reference points used for registration, a 

mean error of approximately 6 mm was produced. However, the ground deformation shown in the figure 

increases with the distance from the scanner location and the pavement has a radial deformation profile. 

These issues could arise from the point density distribution of the LiDAR scan (highest closest to the scanner 

and decreases with distance), and/or the rotation errors induced from registration.  

 

In order to reduce registration errors caused by high point spacing and improve registration quality, another 

scan at a point spacing of 1.5 mm at a 10 m distance was undertaken on August 23rd, 2017 at the Cameron 

Street near Oak Street site. The same data analysis procedure was conducted to compare the high-resolution 

summer data to the previous point cloud obtained in winter. The high-resolution summer data was set as the 

reference in both the registration and cloud to cloud distance computation to minimize the errors resulting 

from high point spacing. The comparison result is shown in Figure 3.19. Houses and a fire hydrant were 

selected as references used for registration, and a mean error of around 3 mm was achieved. Radial errors 

were eliminated by setting the low point spacing data as the reference but the ground deformation still 

increases with the distance from the scanner location. This could be caused by rotation errors from 

registration. Even though a mean error of 3 mm was achieved in registration, the technique is very sensitive 

to rotation errors.  

 

Strategy 4 – “Differential movement along the pipeline from the LiDAR point cloud” 

Since the registration error meant that the 3-D ground deformation could not be obtained accurately, a 

method that segmented out the deformations along the pipeline (i.e. the total station survey line) from the 

LiDAR point cloud was proposed to obtain ground movement right above the existing water pipe. First of 
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all, separate LiDAR scans were registered using the target-based registration method and errors are shown in 

Table 3.5. The segmentation tool in CloudCompare was then employed to extract the total station survey 

point line right above the existing water pipe location. The same reference points used in total station survey 

were also marked and coordinates were exported. The exported data was compared to the total station data 

and seasonal ground deformation was also calculated by comparing winter and summer data, details of data 

analysis are explained later. In order to compensate for rotation differences, an adjustment technique that 

assumes the two ends of the winter and summer data sets are the same was proposed. This technique allows 

for differences in ground elevation between the two fixed points to be detected whilst eliminating the effect 

of a rigid body rotation or translation from the data set. The differences between the winter and summer 

LiDAR data at the two ends were found and a linear relationship was established based on the differences 

and X-positions. The winter data was then adjusted using the calculated linear relationship to match the 

summer data at the two ends. 

3.4.3 Comparison of Total Station and LiDAR Data 

Exported LiDAR data using Strategy 4 was compared to Total Station data to compare the LiDAR and Total 

Station data for each survey. The elevation of the pavement in both the LiDAR and Total Station data sets 

was subtracted from the elevation of the reference point (i.e. the fire hydrant) to obtain relative elevation 

differences for comparison. Results for the Cameron Street near Oak Street segment are shown in Figure 

3.20 and Figure 3.21, Cameron Street near Seventh Avenue segment are shown in Figure 3.22, and Helen 

Street segment are shown in Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24. The X-axis shows the distance along the pavement 

right above the existing water pipe and the Y-axis shows the elevation difference relative to the fire hydrants. 

The total station and LiDAR data are represented using red and black scatter points, respectively. It was not 

clear what caused the offsets between the LiDAR and Total Station data in Figures 3.20 and 3.21. 

 

The relative elevation of the pavement to the fire hydrant data obtained using the Total Station is about 50 

mm higher than that measured using the LiDAR for the Cameron Street near Oak Street segment in both the 

summer and winter surveys. However, the overall trend in the data appears to be visually similar except for 

the offset. The offset between two data sets could be caused by a difference in the location of the reference 

point that was manually picked from the LiDAR point cloud and measured by the Total Station. 
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Data obtained from the Helen Street segment shows a better match with good visual agreement and similar 

trends in the data. The maximum offset observed between the Total Station and LiDAR data sets is around 

20 mm. The alignment of the Total Station and LiDAR data extracted using Strategy 4 in general appears to 

be in good visual agreement and thus provides the basis for further comparison between winter and summer 

data. However, one of the challenges of using the LiDAR system is ensuring that the scans are correctly 

merged together with minimal registration error. An example of the effect of registration error is shown in 

Figure 3.22. While the right section of the LiDAR data matches with the Total Station data, the gap between 

the two data sets in the remaining part increases with distance and the trends in the data no longer match. 

This is the result of poor registration with a maximum error of 7.36 mm listed in Table 3.5. Thus comparing 

LiDAR and Total Station data can provide a measure of LiDAR scan and registration quality and 

information for further data analysis. Using both LiDAR and Total Station for pavement surface movement 

monitoring is suggested by the author as LiDAR provides a distributed elevation profile along the full length 

of the pavement while Total Station can further confirm the accuracy of LiDAR results. 

3.4.4 Comparison of Summer and Winter Data 

The relative elevation differences of the road surface above the pipe to reference points for both summer and 

summer LiDAR data were calculated and compared to each other. Results of the comparison between 

summer and winter LiDAR data for the Cameron near Oak Street segment are shown in Figure 3.25. 

Although the data sets have similar trends, a 20 mm gap between them is observed. Based on the winter-

summer difference from the total station data, no translational movement of 20 mm was seen. Hence, the 

offset between the winter and summer LiDAR data is due to the difference between fixed reference points 

manually picked in each point cloud or not registering two LiDAR point clouds into a same coordinate 

system. In order to solve this issue, the previously discussed adjustment technique, that assumes the two ends 

of the winter and summer data sets are the same, was adopted. The results of comparison between summer 

and adjusted winter LiDAR data on Cameron near Oak Street segment is shown in Figure 3.26. 

 

Matlab was then employed to find the difference between summer and adjusted winter LiDAR data. Since 

the X-coordinates of each point in the two data sets are different, an algorithm that finds points with the 
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smallest X-value difference and obtains their elevation difference was developed. These differences are 

shown in Figure 3.27. Anomalies due to noise in the LiDAR scan were observed at an X-position of around -

20 m. The elevation differences between the summer and winter data obtained from the Total Station survey 

is also included in the figure to compare both methods. As shown in the figure, the difference between the 

Total Station data and LiDAR data is within 5 mm for most areas, and the two data sets appear to share a 

similar trend with a maximum 20 mm variation at an X-position around -20 m. The winter and summer 

LiDAR data for the Helen Street segment was processed using the same method and results are shown in 

Figure 3.28, Figure 3.29, and Figure 3.30, respectively. From Figure 3.30 it can be seen that the difference 

between the Total Station and LiDAR data is generally within 5 mm for and the differences fluctuate 

between 0 and 0.01 m for both data sets. Therefore, the proposed data processing method can be used to 

calculate differential ground movement with LiDAR data after checking the alignment with the Total Station 

data. 

3.4.5 Comparison of Streets with Leaks and without Leaks 

As described previously, a confirmed leak was located in the Cameron Street near Oak Street segment while 

no leak was detected for the Helen Street segment. The seasonal ground movement was also calculated for 

both segments.  

 

Figure 3.27 shows a 10 to 20 mm difference in seasonal elevations between -40 and -10 m. The confirmed 

leak was located using the leak detection system at an X-position of -34 m in Figure 3.27. This suggests that 

the difference in elevation seen in Figure 3.27 is potentially the result of differential frost heave due to a 

water leak at the same location. On the other hand, even though the water pipe under the Helen Street 

segment is in poor condition, no confirmed leak was found there. There is also no evidence of differential 

ground movement in Figure 3.30. Although the data set is very limited, this result suggests that there exists a 

potential link between differential ground movement and pipe leaks, however more extensive testing is 

required to evaluate this theory. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

A total of fifteen segments of 150 mm cast iron water pipes were monitored to estimate the remaining wall 

thickness and presence of leaks. Three of the fifteen segments were then selected for seasonal ground 

deformation monitoring using both a Total Station and LiDAR system. The following conclusions were 

drawn from this study: 

 

i) The estimated remaining wall thickness was found for seven segments, with between 32% and 68% 

loss compared to thickness at installation. Additionally, one segment had a leak that was confirmed 

through the use of a ground microphone and repeat testing over two days. Two other segments 

exhibited leak-like conditions that could not be confirmed by ground microphone or retested.  

ii) Several data processing strategies to obtain differential ground movement from LiDAR data were used. 

Three dimensional comparison of two point clouds strategies were found to produce inaccurate 

differential ground movement measurements due to poor registration quality. Instead, a line of 

measurements positioned on the pavement right above the water pipe was extracted and analyzed.  

iii) Comparison between Total Station and LiDAR data showed good visual agreement. Seasonal ground 

movement was obtained from both the Total Station and LiDAR data with respect to fixed reference 

points (i.e. a fire hydrant). A maximum movement of 25 mm was observed from both data sets.  

iv) Differential ground movement of 20-25 mm was observed at the location with a confirmed leak while 

minimal movement was seen on the street without leaks. This suggests that a relationship between 

leakage and differential ground movement can be established based on the data obtained. 
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Table 3.1 Inputs required for condition assessment.  

Input Source 
Pipe Diameter Provided by Utilities Kingston 
Pipe Material Provided by Utilities Kingston 

Pipe Dimensions (nominal and lining thickness) Provided by Utilities Kingston or estimated based 
on common manufacturing methods 

Bulk Modulus of Water Based on recording done in Loyalist, Ontario 
Distance of Segment Recorded on site 
Time Delay of Site Obtained from software 
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Table 3.2 Results for both sites. 

Segment Sensor 1 Location Sensor 1 
Utilities 
Number 

Sensor 2 Location Sensor 2 
Utilities 
Number 

Distance (m) Normal 
Thickness 

(mm) 

Measured 
Thickness 

% loss Change in 
Thickness 

(mm) 
1 Hillcrest at 

Seventh Ave 
 

V1391 
 

25 Hillcrest Ave 
property 

 
H1087 

 
187.5 

 
10.9 

 
5.7 

 
-48 

 
-5.2 

2 Hillcrest at 
Seventh Ave 

 
V1391 

Kingscourt at 
Seventh Ave 

 
V1397 

 
91.5 

 
10.9 

 
7.2 

 
-34 

 
-3.7 

3 216 Kingscourt 
property 

 
H3948 

Kingscourt at Oak 
St 

 
V9783 

 
114.9 

 
10.9 

No 
Results 

No 
Results 

No Results 

4 216 Kingscourt 
property 

 
H3948 

Kingscourt at 
Seventh Ave 

 
V1401 

 
140.9 

 
10.9 

 
6 

 
-45 

 
-4.9 

5 Cameron St at Oak 
St 

H3503 68 Cameron St 
property 

 
H3715 

 
125.7 

 
10.9 

 

No 
Results 

No 
Results 

No Results 

6 Cameron St at 
Seventh Ave 

 
V5069 

68 Cameron St 
property 

 
H3715 

 
119.5 

 
10.9 

 
7.4 

 
-33 

 
-3.5 

7 934 Victoria St 
property 

 
H3614 

880 Victoria St 
property 

 
H3949 

 
212.7 

 
10.9 

 
6.8 

 
-37 

 
-4.1 

8 840 Victoria St 
property 

 
H3635 

880 Victoria St 
property 

 
H3949 

 
169 

 
10.9 

No 
Results 

No 
Results 

No Results 

9 211 Helen St 
property 

H3973 Helen St at Park St V4532 169.7 10.9 3.6 -67 -7.3 

10 211 Helen St 
property 

H3973 Helen St at 
Carruthers Ave 

 
V4495 

 
159.7 

 
10.9 

 
4.7 

 
-57 

 
-6.2 

11 Carruthers St at 
Westdale Ave 

 
V4491 

Helen St at 
Carruthers Ave 

 
V4296 

 
123 

 
10.9 

No 
Results 

No 
Results 

No Results 

12 Westdale Ave at 
Carruthers St 

 
V4490 

213 Westdale Ave 
property 

 
H487 

 
168 

 
10.9 

No 
Results 

No 
Results 

No Results 

13 Westdale Ave at 
Park St 

 
V4490 

213 Westdale Ave 
property 

 
H487 

 
152.7 

 
10.9 

No 
Results 

No 
Results 

No Results 

14 Westdale Ave at 
Park St 

 
V4490 

Park St at Helen  
V4493 

 
92.3 

 
10.9 

 
5.5 

 
-49 

 
-5.4 

15 Park St at College 
St 

V4497 Park St at Helen V4493 97.4 10.9 No 
Results 

No 
Results 

No Results 
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Table 3.3 Location of leaks and notes about segments.  

Segment Street Remaining 
Wall 
Thickness 

Notes Conditions for Retesting 

3 Kingscourt 
Ave 

No 
Results 

Could not attach to valve fitting at 
V9783 and appeared to have plastic 
on fitting with inspection. Resulted in 
poor sound quality from sensor and 
could not obtain results. 

No valves or other 
attachments found near 
segment, however could be 
retested at different 
attachment point if found. 
Unlikely to be retested. 

5 Cameron 
St 

No 
Results 

Leak detected 34m from H3503, 
outside of 94 Cameron St. Confirmed 
presence by returning on subsequent 
day and using ground microphone. 

Test leak over series of 
months and see effect on 
break rate. Determine if 
repair scheduled by 
Utilities Kingston. 

6 Cameron 
St 

7.4 Potential leak detected at 36 m from 
V5069 at 52 Cameron St. Presence 
most likely due to leak detected in 
segment 5, as could not be confirmed 
with ground microphone. 

Return and test segment 5 
and 6 simultaneously. 
Listen with ground 
microphone. 

8 Victoria St No 
Results 

Results obtained would represent a 
200% increase in pipe wall thickness. 
It is possible that there were repairs in 
this area, or the distance was 
improperly measured however it was 
checked twice. 

Check for repairs from 
Utilities Kingston and 
attach to different 
connection points other 
than hydrant. Unlikely to 
be successfully retested. 

11 Carruthers 
St 

No 
Results 

Significant electrical interference, 
with peaks at frequencies over 1000 
Hz. Cleaning files and filtering 
frequency had no effect. Exhibits 
velocities consistent with 100% 
growth. Could return to this site and 
retest a different time. 

Return and continue 
moving car and receiver to 
eliminate electrical 
interference. Attempt 
returning on different days 
of the week. 

12 Westdale 
Ave 

No 
Results 

Potential leak detected at 82.9m from 
H487 at 193 Westdale Ave. 
Significant electrical interferences, so 
may be a leak or an error in recording. 
Very loud sound in recording what 
sounds like a leak, but could also be a 
pump or construction or other sounds. 
Unable to overpower sound with loud 
tapping as leak remains. 

Return on subsequent days 
and try different 
connection points. Ground 
microphone area. 

13 Westdale 
Ave 

No 
Results 

Loud sound picked up outside of the 
length of segment interfered with 
recording. Consistent with sound 
detected at segment 12, so likely the 
leak at segment 12 is large. Potential 
that there was a leaking valve rather 
than a leak at the pipe. 

Return after retesting 
segment 12. Determine if 
sound is coming from 
leaking valve. Potential for 
successful retesting. 

15 Park St No 
Results 

Very poor sound quality, unable to 
pick up anything in background 
recording. Likely PVC repairs as 
previous breaks on this segment. 

Most likely PVC repairs, 
unlikely to obtain results 
for additional tests. 
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Table 3.4 Range of errors experienced the Leica TCA 2003 Total Station used in this study (Leica 2006).  

Leica TCA 2003 Total Station Type Estimated range 
Distance measurement error Random 1 mm + 1 ppm 
Vertical measurement error Random 0.5" (0.15 mgon) 
Prism positioning Random 1 mm 

 
 

Table 3.5 Registration errors for target-based registration method (mm).  

Target 
 

Site 

Sphere Sphere1 Sphere2 Sphere3 Sphere4 Sphere5 Sphere6 Sphere7 Sphere8 Sphere9 Checkboard1 Checkboard2 Mean SD 

CO-S 0.27 2.67 0.27 N/A 2.67 3.07 0.57 0.10 0.49 3.07 N/A N/A 1.46 1.27 
CO-W 2.72 2.13 0.67 1.36 3.90 4.52 0.67 4.76 2.64 2.40 2.88 2.94 2.44 1.31 
CS-S 1.07 2.98 0.74 5.24 2.54 1.44 2.45 1.19 N/A N/A N/A 3.44 2.34 1.35 
CS-W 2.28 4.65 3.77 3.30 2.68 3.10 4.15 4.15 7.36 7.36 3.68 3.10 4.13 1.58 
HL-S 3.43 0.55 3.43 0.44 3.35 2.24 0.80 2.69 2.13 0.71 N/A 3.66 1.95 1.13 
HL-W 6.43 5.44 1.43 2.54 4.41 1.29 3.40 6.25 2.36 1.29 3.81 2.75 3.39 1.62 

 
CO: Cameron Street near Oak Street 
CS: Cameron Street near Seventh Avenue 
HL: Helen Street 
S: Summer 
W: Winter 
N/A: Not applicable 
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Table 3.6 Registration errors for geo-referencing using the total station (mm).  

RF 
Site 

FH01 FH02 FH03 FH04 FH05 FH06 Mean SD 

CO-S 13.95 12.89 5.74 17.89 49.72 56.33 26.09 19.48 
 
RF: Reference points 
SD: Standard deviation 
 
 

Table 3.7 Registration errors for picking equivalent point pairs (mm).  

RF 
Site 

CO1 CO2 CO3 CO4 CO5 CO6 CO7 CO8 CO9 Mean SD 

CO-S 7.29 11.77 13.83 15.64 15.65 0.00 82.78 26.57 96.40 29.99 32.71 
 
RF: Reference points 
SD: Standard deviation 
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Figure 3.1 Explanation of elements of measurement (Leica 2006).  
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Figure 3.2 Potential Measurable Segments for Site A.  
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Figure 3.3 Potential Measurable Segments for Site B.  
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Figure 3.4 Components of LeakFinderRT.  
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Figure 3.5 Thickness comparison for coupon and Echologics Technology (Echologics, 2010). 
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Figure 3.6 Schematic of Total Station survey.  
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Figure 3.7 Leica circular prism, 360° prism and pole.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           
 

Figure 3.8 Photos of Total Station survey.  
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Figure 3.9 Schematic of LiDAR survey.  
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Figure 3.10 Photo of target spheres.  
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Figure 3.11 Photo of LiDAR survey.  
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Figure 3.12 Findings for Site A – Segment 1-8.  
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Figure 3.13 Findings for Site B – Segment 9-15.  
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Figure 3.14 TCA2003 ATR and angle-measurement accuracy (Leica 2006).  
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Figure 3.15 Elevation difference between reference points for the Helen Street Segment.  
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Figure 3.16 Elevation difference between 3 Total Station measurements taken at the Helen Street Segment on April 13th 2016. 
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Figure 3.17 Photos of reference points measured using the total station.
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Figure 3.18 Differential ground movement comparison result using Strategy 3.  
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Figure 3.19 Comparison of high-resolution summer LiDAR data to the previous winter data. 
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Figure 3.20 Comparison of LiDAR and Total Station data on Cameron Street near Oak Street in 

Summer.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.21 Comparison of LiDAR and Total Station data on Cameron Street near Oak Street in 

Winter.  
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Figure 3.22 Comparison of LiDAR and Total Station data on Cameron Street near Seventh Avenue in 

Winter.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.23 Comparison of LiDAR and Total Station data on Helen Street in Summer.  
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Figure 3.24 Comparison of LiDAR and Total Station data on Helen Street in Winter.  
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Figure 3.25 Comparison of summer and winter LiDAR data on Cameron Street near Oak Street.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.26 Comparison of summer and adjusted winter LiDAR data on Cameron Street near Oak 

Street.  
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Figure 3.27 Difference between summer and adjusted winter LiDAR data and Total Station data on 

Cameron Street near Oak Street.  
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Figure 3.28 Comparison of summer and winter LiDAR data on Helen Street.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.29 Comparison of summer and adjusted winter LiDAR data on Helen Street.  
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Figure 3.30 Difference between summer and adjusted winter LiDAR data and Total Station data on 

Helen Street.  
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Chapter 4 

Evaluation and Comparison of Erosion Void Detection Technologies 

4.1 Introduction 

Many large diameter sewer and culvert systems in North America are approaching the end of their design 

service lives. The stability of a buried pipe system is dependent on both the condition of the soil (intact or 

eroded) and the pipe. Tan and Moore (2007) have reported that the development of erosion voids in the 

surrounding backfill soil over time can lead to structural failure of these pipe systems. Detection and 

characterization of erosion voids in the supporting soil envelope around pipes have been a concern to 

municipalities for some time, as conventional pipe inspection methods (e.g. visual inspection) are subjective 

and can provide only limited information about the condition of the soil supporting the pipe. In addition, the 

performance of various inspection technologies designed to identify erosion voids around pipes have not 

been evaluated. Therefore, further study to evaluate the effectiveness and accuracy of existing void detection 

techniques is required to help utility owners improve asset management plans for large diameter sewer and 

culvert systems.    

 

Various researchers have employed different technologies to detect and characterize erosion voids behind the 

pipe walls, including backscatter computed tomography (Anderson and Bowles, 2012; McCormick et al., 

2015), ground and pipe penetrating radar (Crowder et al., 2011; Dawson et al., 2016), and infrared 

thermography (Weil, 1995). However, to the author’s knowledge, no study has been conducted to assess and 

compare the performance and accuracy of these technologies. Therefore, the present investigation aims to 

provide an evaluation and comparison of the performance of these technologies for detecting erosion voids. 

In this study, a testbed involving two buried pipes (a reinforced concrete pipe with 1.2 m internal diameter 

and a corrugated steel horizontal ellipse culvert with a span of 1.6 m and a height of 1.35 m) with 

prefabricated erosion voids of known dimensions next to them was set up in the West Pit of the 

Geoengineering Laboratory at Queen’s University. Backscatter computed tomography (BCT), ground and 

pipe penetrating radar (GPR and PPR), and infrared thermography (IRT) were investigated to detect and 

characterize these voids. 
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The objectives of this research project are to i) assess the performance of BCT, GPR and PPR for detecting 

erosion voids, ii) evaluate the applicability of IRT for detecting erosion voids from the inner surface of the 

culverts, and iii) compare the void-detection results for these technologies and give recommendations for 

selecting the most appropriate technologies. The first section of this chapter reviews the background of the 

technologies investigated in the test. Details of the experimental setup and information provided to the 

participating inspection contractors are then provided in the next section. Finally, the testing procedure and 

results of void detection surveys for each technology are described and comparisons are presented and 

discussed, followed by the key conclusions. 

4.2 Background 

4.2.1 Erosion Voids 

The service life of a culvert / sewer is not solely dependent on the durability of the structural material. 

Instead many culverts and sewers fail due to joint leakage and corrosion, which leads to infiltration of 

groundwater. The water then infiltrates into the pipe at the joints or perforations and carries the surrounding 

soil with it causing erosion voids to form adjacent to the pipe (Tan, 2007). Erosion voids can be caused by 

piping (subsurface erosion from a flow outside of the culvert that carries away soil around or below the 

structure), water outflow, or ingress of groundwater and backfill material through joints or perforated areas 

under hydrostatic pressure (Moore, 2008). Several tests have been conducted to study the formation process 

of erosion voids. Richards et al. (2012) developed a true-triaxial piping test apparatus (TTPTA) to monitor 

the initiation of piping through an exit tube under different confining stresses and seepage conditions. The 

study showed that the critical seepage velocity increases with rising maximum principal stress and seepage 

angle. Guo et al. (2013) conducted experiments with two outlet tubes installed at the bottom centre and the 

side wall of two test tanks, respectively, to physically model the formation of erosion voids around defective 

sewer pipes. The work indicated that a cone-shape void was developed from the outlet to the soil surface. 

 

The formation of erosion voids can lead to ground collapse having an impact on the stability of the 

infrastructure present directly above. Davies et al. (2001) reported that the development of defects in a sewer 
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pipe allows the migration and wash-out of the backfill material, resulting in the loss of ground support and 

excessive pipe deformation, which eventually causes the pipe to fail. Tan and Moore (2007) have used finite 

element analysis to study the effect of soil erosion voids on the performance of rigid pipe culverts and 

sewers. The results indicated that the loss of soil support over a 90o angle at the springlines was sufficient to 

double or triple the bending moments, which would be expected to crack most rigid pipes (which are 

designed using a factor of safety of about 2). 

 

Loss of soil support can result in excessive deflection, shape distortion or sags, and joint opening in metal 

culverts with relatively small bending stiffness (Moore, 2008). Erosion voids can develop and eventually 

reach the ground surface causing damage to buried metal culverts, in addition to a potential loss of life if the 

void forms under a road. El Taher and Moore (2009) investigated the impact of backfill soil erosion on 

corrugated metal culvert stability against buckling. The work demonstrated that increases in the erosion void 

volume (or culvert perimeter without soil support) and the extent of invert corrosion lead to decreases in 

elastic buckling strength. 

4.2.2 Technologies 

Conventional pipe inspection methods (e.g. visual inspection) are subjective and can provide only limited 

information about the condition of the soil supporting the pipe. They may note if voids are seen beyond any 

perforations in the corrugated steel, and they may also note when soil is seen collecting at the invert of the 

pipe where it has come through the joints or perforations. Visual inspection cannot provide the size of any 

void, and may fail to note the possible development of voids forming in the vicinity of rigid pipe joints. 

Therefore, various technologies have been developed to detect and characterize erosion voids behind both 

metal and reinforced concrete culverts. Techniques such as Backscatter Computed Tomography (BCT), 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), Pipe Penetrating Radar (PPR), and Infrared Thermography (IRT) are 

relatively well-established characterization tools that have been evaluated for their applicability to detect soil 

erosion voids around deteriorated culverts. 

 

Backscatter Computed Tomography (BCT): BCT is an industrial tomographic imaging tool that is similar 

to a medical Computed Tomography scan. It produces a relative map of density of the scanned area, which 
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allows the system to distinguish between materials of different density and map their location (McCormick et 

al., 2015). The system is composed of the instrument for taking measurements in the field and the software 

for image reconstruction and report generation.  

 

Conventional tomographic imaging is based on transmission measurements that require access to opposing 

sides of the scanned object. Instead, BCT examines an object by emitting a beam of gamma-rays and 

measuring the backscatter radiation. By employing backscattered radiation, BCT has the unique ability to 

inspect infrastructure of almost any material with a single side of access (Arsenault and Hussein, 2006). 

McCormick et al. (2015) reported that the resulting image in the case of erosion void detection allowed the 

verification of the presence of soil or a void behind the pipe wall, the quantification of any voids present, and 

the visualization of the geometric shape of the void. 

 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR): GPR is an electromagnetic technique that is mainly used for non-

destructive subsurface investigation. An electromagnetic wave is emitted from a transmission antenna and 

propagates through the subsurface. The wave travels at a speed dependent on the electrical properties of the 

medium and is scattered when it hits an object with different electrical properties from the surrounding 

material. Reflected energy is then detected by a receiving antenna and displayed (Daniels, 2000). 

 

The performance of GPR to detect subsurface anomalies is determined primarily by three factors: i) the 

speed of degradation of radar energy, ii) the size and depth of the anomaly, and iii) the degree of contrast in 

electrical properties between the anomaly and the surrounding material (Dawson et al., 2016). The 

penetration depth of the electromagnetic wave is dependent on the frequency of the transmission antenna 

selected. For instance, higher frequency antennas generate a higher resolution reflected image but have lower 

penetration. In addition, some other conditions tend to decrease wave penetration depth and/or the resolution 

of the radar image, such as existence of water and pavement (e.g. asphalt or concrete). Therefore, the 

frequency of the transmission antenna must be carefully selected to produce the highest resolution possible 

for a given subsurface condition within the target penetration depth of the survey (Dojack, 2012). 
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Pipe Penetrating Radar (PPR): Pipe penetrating radar (PPR) is the in-pipe application of GPR for non-

ferrous pipes. Waves radiated by the transmission antenna travel through the pipe wall and characterize 

surrounding conditions. Scans are conducted along survey lines marked inside the pipe repeatedly to obtain 

an entire profile of the surrounding material.  

 

The ability of PPR to detect subsurface anomalies is affected by the anomaly size, its shape and orientation 

relative to the antenna, its degree of contrast with surrounding material in terms of electrical properties as 

well as external radio frequency noise and interference (Ékes and Neducza, 2012). A relatively short 

penetration depth is needed in most PPR surveys hence a higher frequency antenna (i.e. higher resolution 

image) is usually adopted. The penetration depth of high frequency antennas (2.6 GHz – 500 MHz) which 

are the most suitable for pipe investigations is on the order of 0.6 m to 3 m beyond the pipe wall (Donazzolo 

and Yelf, 2010). 

 

Infrared Thermography (IRT): Infrared radiation (wavelength in the range of 0.75–1000 µm) is positioned 

in-between the microwave and visible light part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Infrared Thermography 

(IRT) is a non-destructive testing technique that measures infrared radiation emitted from objects with 

temperatures above 0 K (i.e. -273 C) (Kouridakis, 2007). Infrared cameras were designed to measure thermal 

radiation on the surface of an object within a field of view, convert it into an electronic signal, and generate a 

thermal image on a display unit. Further temperature data processing can also be conducted based on the 

infrared image obtained. 

 

Using IRT to detect subsurface anomalies is based on the principle that energy flows from higher to lower 

temperature zones. The thermal energy transfers through the ambient air, pipe, water and soil, primarily by 

conduction. The energy conduction rate varies in each medium due to different thermal properties (e.g. 

thermal conductivity). In general, good backfill has the least resistance to energy conduction, poor backfill 

has increased resistance, and air-filled voids allow essentially zero conduction. Therefore, a temperature 

difference will be apparent in regions with different backfill conditions. 
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4.2.3 Applications 

Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the applicability of the above technologies to detect erosion 

voids around sewers and culverts. Anderson and Bowles (2012) conducted a pilot project using BCT to 

quantify undermining of several culverts in the City of Toronto and the results showed that BCT is able to 

quantify voids behind a culvert wall and provide essential information for further replacement or 

rehabilitation. Another project was completed by McCormick et al. (2015) using BCT to assess supporting 

soil conditions around a corrugated metal storm-water pipe. The work again verified the feasibility of 

utilizing BCT to image erosion voids behind corrugated metal pipe walls. 

 

Although Chen and Scullion (2008), Xu et al. (2010), Cassidy et al. (2011), Kofman et al. (2006), and Jeng 

and Chen (2012) have employed GPR to detect voids directly beneath pavements, inside dams and 

reinforced concrete sections, to the author’s knowledge, no study has been reported where erosion voids 

around buried pipes were detected using GPR from the ground surface.  

 

However, PPR has been used to detect and characterize erosion voids in the soil envelope around the pipe in 

several studies. Crowder et al. (2011) undertook a pilot project to develop a multi-array PPR inspection tool 

to locate voids around large diameter sewers (i.e. greater than 1500 mm in diameter) in the City of Hamilton. 

The study demonstrated that using PPR as an inspection tool can help municipalities determine if voids are 

present behind pipe walls, a result which had never been achieved using traditional inspection techniques. 

Dawson et al. (2016) conducted PPR scans along the inner crown and select locations of the upper interior 

liner surface in the Tiawah Tunnel in the City of Tulsa. Fifty-seven (57) potential voids, extending up to 19 

inches in depth and 12 feet in width, were detected with 1,000 MHz PPR and confirmed through probe 

drilling with approximately 80% accuracy. 

 

Weil (1995) conducted field tests using IRT directly on the pavement surface above underground sewers 

both during the day and at night to find temperature anomalies. Fourteen (14) truth borings were also drilled 

within the project area to compare with the IRT results. The work indicated that IRT could detect the voids 

with a success rate of 80%. Voids of varying sizes, from a few cm to more than a meter, were discovered 
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using IRT. No study has been reported where erosion voids around the pipe were detected by applying IRT 

on the inner surface of the pipe. 

4.3 Experimental setup 

4.3.1 Variables 

Two pipes were used in this test: one reinforced concrete pipe and one corrugated steel horizontal ellipse 

pipe. The corrugated steel pipe has a span of 1.6 m, rise of 1.35 m and a length of 6.47 m. It is a 

circumferentially-wound pipe (as opposed to helically-wound) and the corrugation amplitude is 25.4 mm 

with a period of 76.2 mm and an intact wall thickness of 2.0 mm (Tetreault, 2016). According to the 

Handbook of Steel Drainage & Highway Construction Products (CSPI, 2009), the sectional properties are as 

follows: area of 2.26 mm2/mm, second moment of area, I, of 170.40 mm4/mm and section modulus, S, of 

12.52 mm3/mm. The steel pipe was artificially corroded using the accelerated corrosion method introduced 

by Regier (2015). The pipe was placed into 3.5 % NaCl water solution with four stainless steel rods and a 

total current of 16 A was impressed through the rods to accelerate the oxidation process. The whole 

corrosion process took about 2 months and was stopped when several small perforations (about 50 mm wide) 

were observed near the haunch of the pipe. The average remaining wall thickness of the culvert’s invert was 

76%. The purpose of the accelerated corrosion method was to put the culvert into a moderately corroded 

state. More details about the extent of corrosion in the pipe are provided in Appendix B.  

 

The reinforced concrete pipe segment used in this test was manufactured in accordance with ASTM C655M-

14. The pipe segment has an internal diameter of 1.2 m and a length of 2.44 m, including the bell but 

excluding the spigot. It was a Class III-equivalent pipe with Wall C (i.e. a wall thickness of 144 mm). 

Further details about reinforcement and strength of the reinforced concrete pipe segment can be found in the 

study reported by MacDougall et al. (2016). The reinforced concrete pipeline was assembled from three pipe 

segments. Two of these segments were kept intact, while the third segment was cut to shorten the pipe line to 

a total length of 6.47 m (see Figure 4.1). 
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Voids of different sizes and shapes were simulated around both pipes. Erosion voids usually form around 

perforated areas of steel pipes and joints of concrete pipes, adjacent to locations of water outflow, or ingress 

of groundwater and backfill material through joints or perforated areas under hydrostatic pressure (Moore, 

2008). As perforations around steel pipes tend to be longitudinally distributed, erosion voids usually have an 

approximately prismatic profile along the pipe in comparison with voids formed in the vicinity of joints 

connecting segments of concrete pipe. Therefore, voids of different shape were adopted for the two pipes to 

simulate practical field conditions. Polymer air mattresses were used to simulate prismatic voids next to the 

steel pipe while inflated exercise balls were installed to represent pseudo-spherical voids at concrete pipe 

joints. In addition, a large void was built in between the two pipes using wooden planks and a water retention 

structure of rectangular shape in plan and elevation view, so that voids of different sizes (posing different 

levels of threat to the pipe’s structural stability) were created. The voids of different sizes and shapes were 

also intended to evaluate the ability of the different technologies to find each type of void. A summary of the 

size, shape, and construction method for each void is given in Table 4.1.  

4.3.2 Pipe and Void Configuration 

The testing was performed in the West half of the main test pit in the Geoengineering Laboratory at Queen’s 

University. To install both the corrugated steel and reinforced concrete pipes, the test pit was excavated to 

form a zone 7.7 m long, 6.5 m wide and 3 m deep, see Figure 4.1. As stated above, the reinforced concrete 

pipe consisted of one cut and two complete segments. The cut segment was placed against the East end of 

the test pit followed by the other two complete segments. The corrugated steel pipe was also installed in the 

East-West longitudinal direction with one end placed against the East sidewall of the test pit. An opening 4.7 

m long, 1.23 m wide and 2.4 m deep was created between the embankment wall and the West sidewall of the 

test pit. This ensured there was sufficient space for different testing instruments to access the interior of both 

pipes. In the North-South orientation, the sidewalls of the corrugated steel pipe and the reinforced concrete 

pipe were located 1.45 m and 1.49 m from the North and South sidewalls of the test pit, respectively. A clear 

spacing of 0.5 m was left between the two pipes to maintain access for a plate packer for soil compaction. 

This configuration also left enough room for proper placement (inflation and backfilling) of the air mattress, 

inflated ball and storm-water detention chamber forming the voids. 
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Five voids were created in this test with one placed in between the two pipes, and two at the far side of each 

pipe. Approximate locations and sizes of the voids before backfilling are displayed in Figure 4.1 although 

exact positions and shapes may have changed after backfilling. To map the void shapes and locations 

achieved, after the testing the voids were filled with GREAT STUFF PRO insulating foam sealant before the 

pipes were excavated. Two voids were positioned near each joint of the concrete pipe with a spacing of 2.09 

m based on the observation that void formation occurs due to joint leakage (as discussed earlier). Another 

two voids were placed beside the corrugated steel pipe with 1.84 m spacing. The middle void was 1.31 m 

from the East sidewall of the test pit. All voids were positioned near the springlines of the pipes (where they 

are most often observed in the field).  

4.3.3 Test Soil and Backfill 

The test soil is a poorly-graded sandy gravel classified as “GP-SP” using the unified soil classification 

system and as A1 by AASHTO (2014). The soil foundation was compacted using a vibrating plate packer 

(Wacker wp1550AW) to 95% Standard Proctor (i.e. 95% of the soil’s maximum dry density). The degree of 

compaction was measured by a model MC1DR-P nuclear densometer. Before the two specimens were 

placed, a strip of soil approximately 1 m wide and 75 mm deep was placed to generate a bedding of loose 

soil for each pipe to sit on as specified by AASHTO (2014). The two pipes were then backfilled to the top of 

the pit in 300 mm thick layers. Once each lift was compacted, the dry density, water content and Standard 

Proctor compaction level were measured by the nuclear densometer, and surface elevation reading was taken 

using a TOPCON laser level. The densities in each layer ranged from 90% to 95% of the Standard Proctor 

dry density. Between the two specimens, the soil below the haunches was compacted using a hand tamper, as 

the plate packer did not fit in those areas. The summary of the soil compaction measurements is included in 

Table 4.2, while full records for each lift are provided in Appendix B.  

4.3.4 Information Provided to Participants 

The infrared thermography testing was conducted by the author to evaluate its ability to detect erosion voids 

using thermal images of the pipe surface. The other technologies were implemented (operated and the results 

analyzed) by the industrial partners. Besides information initially provided regarding the test pit layout 

including size and configuration of the pipes, the nature and target density of the backfill material, each 
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technology provider also requested other information on the pipes, backfill material, and voids before and 

during testing. Below is a summary of the additional information provided to each participant: 

• BCT Company: Methods to make the voids, laboratory layout for radiation safety control, and 

suggestions from the author on where to carry out conventional BCT scans. 

 

• GPR and PPR Company: Minimum size of the voids, existence of voids below the haunch of the 

pipes, methods to make the voids, lab ceiling height from the surface of the test pit, spacing and 

number of layers of reinforcement in the concrete pipe, and material properties of the concrete pipe. 

 

• Infrared Thermography: The infrared thermography was conducted by the author with a priori 

knowledge of the size and location of the voids.  

The BCT and GRP/PPR companies were provided with no prior knowledge of the size and location of 

specific voids. 

4.4 Backscatter Computed Tomography (BCT) 

4.4.1 Technology 

The BCT scan to detect and characterize the soil erosion voids was performed by Company A. The BCT 

system being employed is only suited to detect erosion voids next to corrugated steel pipe based on the 

strength of the radioactive isotope used. The BCT inspection protocol consisted of 4 steps: visual inspection, 

acoustic assessment or the “knock test”, handheld BCT imaging, and conventional BCT imaging (Company 

A, 2017). A visual inspection of the pipe and the surrounding structure was conducted first to identify visual 

indicators affecting the structural integrity of the pipe. The visual indicators considered included 

deterioration (e.g. corrosion and perforations), cracks/seams and joints, shape, and alignment. Then an 

acoustic inspection or “knock test” was performed to determine possible locations (not severity) of suspected 

erosion voids in the surrounding soil. Based on the acoustic inspection, the pipe map was generated to guide 

targeting and prioritization of anomaly imaging with the conventional BCT. The knock test was performed at 

every two corrugation increments (approximately every 150 mm) on both sides of the pipe at four relative 

elevations: haunch, springline, shoulder, and crown. An overview map that shows the pipe in its entirety and 
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displays the results for visual and acoustic inspection is presented in Figure 4.2. The coordinate system had 

two axes: X being the longitudinal position along the pipe (measured from the inlet of the pipe) and Y being 

the equivalent clock position around the pipe with 6:00 representing the invert, 3:00 and 9:00 representing 

both springlines, and 12:00 representing the crown of the pipe. The rectangles with solid lines in Figure 4.2 

represent acoustic anomalies on the pipe wall, while the rectangles with dashed lines and black squares 

represent visual indicators.  

 

The handheld BCT scan was then performed to further target and prioritize suspected locations of erosion 

voids for conventional BCT imaging. The isotope used in the handheld device was a 400 kBq Cs-137 check 

source for measuring and a very low (exempt) activity Co-57 check source for calibration. The device was 

calibrated using a baseline and scale calibration. The baseline was set in the lab when the device was 

manufactured and generally would not change. The scale was then set using the Co-57 in the field using an 

internal algorithm. The coordinated system described above was used in the handheld BCT inspection. A 

grid of measurement points was defined: every 0.3 m along the X-axis (longitudinal position) and every 1 

hour around the Y-axis (circumferential position). A total of 264 measurement points were chosen and keyed 

into the handheld device.  The device then stepped the inspector through each measurement (prompting for 

each measurement based on clock and longitudinal position). Once the probe was placed at the requested 

measurement point, backscatter data was collected. According to Company A (2017), the data collection is 

successful once one of two conditions is met (these thresholds can be adjusted): 1. A pre-determined amount 

of time has passed (10 seconds) or 2. A specific number of photons have been observed within the optimal 

backscatter window (105 to 233 KeV). Once the measurement was complete, the data was passed via 

Bluetooth to a device with an Android operating system running proprietary data logging software. Once the 

data logging had been confirmed, the handheld probe continued on down the list of measurements until the 

inspection was complete.  

 

Areas for conventional BCT imaging were selected based on the results from the visual, acoustic, and 

handheld BCT inspections. Based on the author’s suggestion, for each potential erosion void identified by 

the acoustic test and further confirmed by the handheld BCT inspection, three conventional BCT scans (with 
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one at each edge and the other in the middle of the void) were conducted to verify the presence and size of 

the void. The isotope used in the conventional BCT device was a 2.2385 Tbq (60.5 Curie) Iridium-192 check 

source. The conventional BCT scanner was positioned against the pipe wall covering a region of 200 mm 

along the pipe wall, at each location, to verify the presence of erosion voids. The depth of the image was set 

to a target depth up to 200 mm from the scanner’s face.  

4.4.2 Results for the Handheld BCT Inspection 

Figure 4.3 shows the results of the handheld BCT inspection for the corrugated steel pipe as a 2-D element 

map with each element being 0.3 m (X-coordinate) x 1 hour (Y-coordinate) apart. The horizontal axis is the 

longitudinal position along the pipe as measured from the inlet of the pipe. The vertical axis is the clock 

position around the pipe. The data for the handheld device varied from 54 to 212 counts per second. Figure 

4.3 indicates the median bulk density measurements taken from the handheld tool as a relative greyscale 

value. 

 

It should be noted that this technology is still in development. The data presented in the graphics merely 

indicated a "center of mass" for each measurement. Confidence intervals and error bars were not calculated. 

The data was also not, as of yet, pre-processed to account for photon energy discrimination, attenuation, or 

near/far field energy shifts. As a result, each test represented a roughly basketball sized density gauge 

extending from the probe outwards. 

4.4.3 Results for the Conventional BCT 

BCT images provide a cross sectional view of the pipe wall. The red dots in Figure 4.2 indicate where BCT 

images were obtained with each dot corresponding to roughly the centre of a BCT image. Each conventional 

BCT image was assigned an ID number which is also enumerated in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.4 shows all 

conventional BCT images collected for the corrugated steel pipe. Each image measures 200 mm by 200 mm 

exactly. The corrugated steel wall is visible at the bottom of the images. The dark black appearing in the 

images indicates a void while the grey indicates soil. In the images the Y = 200 mm indicates the front 

(accessible) side of the pipe wall. A decrease in Y, indicates the depth behind the wall. The X axis is the 
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range along the length of the pipe wall. These images are used to verify the supporting soil presence and 

condition.  

4.5 Pipe Penetrating Radar (PPR) 

4.5.1 Technology 

Both PPR and GPR surveying were conducted by Sensors & Software Inc. The PPR inspection was only 

carried out in the reinforced concrete pipe. A TR1000 system with 1000 MHz centre frequency antenna was 

adopted to collect data inside the pipe. A grid system was defined to facilitate data viewing using both 2D 

and 3D presentation techniques based on the acquired data on pre-determined grid lines. Figure 4.5 shows 

the established coordinate system inside the reinforced concrete pipe with X-lines being the circumferential 

lines around the pipe, and the Y-lines being the longitudinal lines along the pipe. Thirteen Y-lines were 

marked on the inner surface of the pipe using chalk lines and a flexible metal ruler at 0.2 m spacing. The 1.2 

m Y-line was positioned at the crown of the pipe. Starting from the 0 m Y-line and ending at the 2.40 m Y-

line, thirteen X-lines were marked inside the pipe every 0.5 m using hard crayons and the metal ruler. 

Starting at 0.06 m from the edge of the pipe, the grid was 6.5 m in length along the pipe and 2.4 m in width 

around the circumference of the pipe. 

 

Based on the information provided by the author that no voids were created below the haunch of the pipe, the 

bottom third of the pipe was not inspected. The grid described above was collected using the TR1000 system 

with 1000 MHz centre frequency antenna in odometer trigger mode. Scans were taken along the Y-line at a 

circumferential spacing of 0.2 m and the X-line at a longitudinal spacing of 0.5 m. A total of 26 

measurements were taken to characterize the erosion voids next to the reinforced concrete pipes. The 

parameters were set as follows: time window as 20 ns (0.9m), step size as 0.01 m, 100 ps sampling interval, 

and 8 stacks. The velocity used to find depth was calculated based on travel time to the known depth of the 

top of the concrete pipe at Y-line 50, and is 0.1 m/ns (Sensors & Software Inc., 2017).  

 

Based on the results of the first scan, two suspected erosion voids were located and additional scans were 

performed at those locations for a better characterization of the potential voids. In addition, an extra Y-line 
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was collected at -0.10 m to better image an anomaly on the edge of the full pipe grid. This was collected in 

Line Scan and added to the grid during post-processing. 

4.5.2 Preliminary Results for PPR 

The results presented in this thesis were based on the preliminary data analysis done by Sensors & Software, 

Inc. PPR data was presented in two forms: 1. Cross sections where traces are displayed side by side to 

provide a depth versus position along the line plot, and 2. Depth slices where the signal amplitudes at defined 

depths (or travel times) are presented as a plan map (Sensors & Software Inc., 2017). The following images 

display both depth slices from the three grids collected and cross-sections of some of the individual lines 

from the grids. The full grid is presented first in Figure 4.6, followed by the two partial grids displayed in 

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, respectively. These data are displayed on an equivalent rectangle where the pipe 

circumference has been made flat (unwrapped). The X-axis indicates the longitudinal position and the Y-axis 

shows the circumferential position. These depth slices were produced based on the Y-line scans only, as the 

spacing between the X-lines (i.e. 0.5 m) was too wide for coherent slice interpolation.  

 

The potential void locations were identified from the full grids at 0.225 m depth. In addition, line cross 

sections were also taken to further confirm the presence of anomalies. Both the depth slice and cross sections 

demonstrate that two potential erosion voids were located. The first suspected void location was near the 

second pipe joint closer to the middle of the pipe. A partial grid was scanned over the potential void with the 

origin at X = 4.0 m, Y = -0.6 m and a grid size of 1.2 m x 1.2 m with 0.05 m line spacing. Figure 4.7 shows 

that both the depth slice and cross sections indicate the existence of the void, and the approximate size of the 

void can be interpreted from the depth slice. The second potential void location was near the front top of the 

pipe. Another partial grid with the origin at X = 0.2 m, Y = 0.6 m, and a grid size of 0.6 m x 1.2 m with 0.05 

m line spacing was scanned over the anomalous area. The details of the potential void were further 

characterized in Figure 4.8. 
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4.6 Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 

4.6.1 Technology 

A GPR survey was conducted from the surface of the test pit using a Noggin SmartCart. A 5 m x 5 m surface 

grid was marked above the pipe using spray paint at 0.2 m line spacing. Two sets of data were collected on 

the surface grid with 500 MHz and 1000 MHz centre frequency antennas separately. The 500 MHz GPR 

survey was first performed at a line spacing of 0.2 m. Followed by the 1000 MHz survey using 0.1 m line 

spacing. The time window was set to 44 ns, 0.01 m as step size, 100 ps sampling interval, and 8 stacks.  

4.6.2 Preliminary Results for GPR Survey 

The results for the GPR survey also have two ways of being presented: depth slices and line cross sections. 

The corrugated steel and reinforced concrete pipe are both outlined through the 500 MHz and 1000 MHz 

centre frequency surface scans (see Figure 4.9). Two different depths (i.e. 0.95 m and 0.975 m) were selected 

to better image the position of the two pipes. The joints in the concrete pipe can also be seen from the depth 

slices. A line cross section was also taken from the 500 MHz grid (line Y-4 cross section) to further confirm 

the positions of the corrugated steel and reinforced concrete pipe. As shown in Figure 4.10, the top of both 

pipes and reinforcement in the reinforced concrete pipe are potentially visible. 

 

In terms of erosion void detection, only the “middle void” was identified using the 1000 MHz centre 

frequency antenna. The depth slice at 1.45 m in Figure 4.11 indicates that an anomaly was located between 

two pipes near the second joint of the reinforced concrete pipe. However, this was interpreted after 

combining the GPR data with the PPR data. A strong reflector was encountered at 0.5 m in depth from 

surface during the 1000 MHz frequency surface scan, indicating a potential change in layer properties or soil 

type at that depth. As shown in Figure 4.12, cross sections taken at lines both perpendicular and parallel to 

pipes show the presence of the reflective layer. 

4.7 Infrared Thermography (IRT) 

4.7.1 Technology 

To evaluate the applicability of IRT for detecting erosion voids by photographing the inner surface of 

culverts, a diagnostic technique called ‘cooling down thermography’ was adopted. In this method, an energy 
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source is required to provide consistent and thorough thermal energy inside the pipe. Then thermal loading 

and unloading characteristics are measured on the pipe’s inner surface with an infrared camera. As the 

thermal energy penetrates through the pipe’s inner surface, similar pipe wall material and backfill material 

will absorb and store thermal energy in the same manner. If erosion voids are present, the rate at which the 

energy is received, stored, and released will create an abnormal surface temperature which can be indicative 

of changes within the backfill soil. As stated above, an infrared camera can be used to locate pipe inner 

surface anomalies by monitoring the surface temperature decay to reveal defects in the backfill material.   

 

Two ceramic heaters (1500 W) were placed facing each other at each end of both the corrugated steel and 

reinforced concrete pipe to heat the inner surface of the pipes. A fan was also placed behind each heater to 

help circulate the air inside the pipes and apply consistent and thorough heating along the pipes. After 

turning off the heaters, a FLIR SC660 infrared camera system was employed to monitor the temperature 

decay on the pipe’s inner surface. The camera has an infrared detector with 640 × 480 definition, 0.04°C 

sensitivity, ± 1°C accuracy, and a temperature range of – 40°C to 1500°C (FLIR, 2011). The infrared camera 

was calibrated based on the user’s manual published by FLIR (2011). To determine reflected apparent 

temperature, the camera was set to near focus with an emissivity of 1.0, taking an image in the opposite 

direction away from the pipes. The average value of the image taken was used as the reflected apparent 

temperature. Emissivity was set as 0.88 and 0.85 for galvanized steel and concrete, respectively. During the 

measurements, atmospheric temperature was about 24.0°C and relative humidity was around 50 %. 

4.7.2 Results for IRT 

The full inner surface of the corrugated steel pipe was not captured in one thermal image due to the camera’s 

field of view (24 °) and limited spacing (1.2 m) in the test pit. Hence tests were conducted separately to 

monitor the two sides of the pipe’s inner surface. Since object size measurements are hard to determine in 

thermal images, the positions of the voids were marked using closed cell insulating foam tape before testing 

such that temperature anomalies can be viewed directly in these areas. Two tests were performed to monitor 

the cooling down process of each side of the corrugated steel pipe’s inner surface. The corrugated steel pipe 

was heated for more than 15 h in both tests and the pipe temperature rose up by a range between 7°C and 

15°C. Then the heating source was switched off and a sequence of thermal images was taken with the 
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infrared camera at 30-second intervals for about 2 h. These thermal images were then processed using FLIR 

Tools and ThermaCAM Researcher. A subtraction between thermal images taken immediately after 

switching off the heaters and 2 h later was calculated by FLIR ThermaCAM Researcher. The pipe 

temperature dropped by 5 to 10°C. 

 

In Figure 4.13, two thermal images of the left side of the corrugated steel pipe and one thermal image after 

subtraction are displayed. In the thermal image recorded directly after switching off the heating source (the 

image on the left), areas with erosion voids behind them appear to be very warm while others have lower 

temperature. In the thermal image recorded 2 h later (middle), the temperature in areas with anomalies 

behind them appears lower than others. Again, the subtracted thermal image (right) shows that areas with 

voids behind them cool down faster than others. Due to the different thermal properties of the voids, less 

thermal energy is absorbed and stored in those areas and the temperature decays faster than in areas with 

backfill soil behind the pipe. Figure 4.14 shows the two thermal images and one subtracted thermal image for 

the right side of the steel pipe. Similar conditions are observed where areas with voids next to them cool 

down faster than areas with backfill soil behind them. 

 

For the reinforced concrete pipes, the heating source was also kept on for more than 15 h and then switched 

off, followed by recording thermal images at 30-second intervals for about 2 h. Figure 4.15 displays two 

thermal images and one subtracted thermal image of the reinforced concrete pipe inner surface. In the 

thermal image recorded directly after switching off the heating source (left), areas where one of the heaters 

was placed exhibit higher temperature than others. In the subtracted thermal image, temperature anomalies 

appear at the two joint gaps and areas near the heater position. No cooling down difference can be observed 

in areas where the erosion voids were present. A reasonable explanation is that the reinforced concrete pipe 

wall is too thick for thermal energy to penetrate through and most of the energy is absorbed by the concrete 

itself, such that material behind the concrete wall has almost no impact on the cooling down process of the 

concrete wall. 
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4.8 Comparisons 

In order to evaluate the performance of each void detection technology, the results from each 

technology were compared to the locations and sizes of the prefabricated erosion voids.  

 

Results for the handheld BCT unit indicate that all three voids next to the corrugated steel pipe were 

detected. White and light grey rectangles in Figure 4.4 are considered to be the locations where potential 

voids are present. The first column near the inlet of the pipe where most of the rectangles are light grey 

is where the pipe segment is outside the embankment wall (there is no backfill soil present). The light 

grey beam near 5 O’clock across the full length of the pipe and some rectangles near 7 O’clock are 

where soil compaction was poor, so that less soil support was present compared to other areas. The 

longitudinal position of the voids is located with an error less than 0.3 m and part of the reason is that a 

0.3 m longitudinal sampling spacing was used for the test. The circumferential position of the voids was 

also located with an error of less than 30 ° due to the circumferential sampling spacing (30 °) selected. The 

sizes of the voids were measured to within 0.3 m. Information regarding the shape and depth of the voids 

was not provided from the results. 

 

Conventional BCT technology was able to image the edges of the voids when properly located based on the 

results of the acoustic and handheld BCT inspection. Hence better accuracy was achieved in terms of 

locating the longitudinal position of the voids compared to the handheld results. In addition, information on 

the shape and depth of the voids was also obtained. However, results on circumferential location and size of 

the voids were not provided due to the fact that the instrument was only able to scan in the longitudinal 

direction of the pipe. 

 

Two potential voids were detected in the PPR survey. One was the large void located in between the two 

pipes, but the other was not a void. Another two voids placed at the two joints of the concrete pipe were not 

detected. Based on discussions with the industrial partner, it appears that the dense reinforcement mesh in the 

concrete pipe wall reflected energy back and affected the data collection. However, the middle void was still 
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located and characterized with both longitudinal and circumferential position located to within an error of 0.1 

m. The accuracy of the size measurement was also to within 0.1 m. The rough shape of the water retention 

structure placed within the void was captured and depth of the void was also reported. 

 

The GPR survey detected both buried pipes and the joints of the concrete pipe. Information on the burial 

depth of the two pipes was also obtained. The middle void in between the two pipes was detected, and the 

depth of the void from the ground surface was also measured. No further details regarding the shape, size 

and position of the other voids was obtained from the preliminary analysis. 

 

Results from the cooling down thermography test show that temperature anomalies appeared at areas with 

voids behind them on the steel pipe surface, while no anomalies were observed for the concrete pipe. The 

technique proved to be applicable for detecting and locating erosion voids behind the steel pipe wall. 

However, further characterization of the voids (e.g. depth and size) was not possible. 

 

Comparisons were made between these technologies for erosion void detection testing in terms of access 

requirements, performance, and limitations. GPR can be applied on the ground surface above the pipe while 

other technologies (i.e. BCT, PPR and IRT) all require access to the inside of the pipe. However, based on 

the preliminary analysis the GPR survey was only able to verify the presence of the middle void with the 

assistance of PPR results, and no further details about the voids were provided. The handheld BCT, 

conventional BCT, and IRT were able to detect all three voids behind the corrugated steel pipe wall, while 

based on preliminary results, PPR and GPR surveying only found the large void in between the two pipes 

without identifying the other two smaller voids next to the concrete pipe joints. PPR and conventional BCT 

achieved better accuracy in both locating and measuring the longitudinal and circumferential size of the 

voids when compared to the results of IRT and the handheld BCT. Meanwhile, PPR and conventional BCT 

also measured the depth of the voids while the handheld BCT and IRT were only able to provide information 

on the longitudinal and circumferential size and location of the voids. 
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4.9 Conclusions 

Tests were conducted using handheld and conventional Backscatter Computed Tomography (BCT), Pipe 

Penetrating Radar (PPR), Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), and Infrared Thermography (IRT) to evaluate 

the detection and characterization accuracy of these technologies using prefabricated voids next to two 

buried pipes (i.e. corrugated steel and reinforced concrete). It should be noted that results for PPR and GPR 

were based on the preliminary data interpretation. The following conclusions were drawn from this study: 

 

i) Both the BCT technologies detected all three voids behind the corrugated steel pipe wall, while PPR 

and GPR found one of the three voids next to the reinforced concrete pipe. By comparing the results, 

conventional BCT was found to be more accurate in terms of both locating and measuring the size of 

the voids compared to handheld BCT, PPR and GPR. In addition, conventional BCT and PPR provided 

information on the depth of the voids which were not obtained by other technologies. 

ii) IRT was successfully used to detect three voids behind the corrugated steel pipe wall and their 

approximate locations, and the longitudinal and circumferential dimensions of void contact with the 

pipe were also obtained. None of the three voids behind the reinforced concrete pipe wall were 

identified using this technique.  

iii) Handheld BCT and IRT are suggested by the author to conduct preliminary mapping of the voids 

behind steel pipe walls. In order to locate and measure the size of the voids with higher accuracy, 

and to characterize the depth of the voids, conventional BCT and PPR are recommended for 

corrugated steel and concrete pipes respectively. The preliminary interpretation resulting from the 

GPR survey indicates that this method may only be suitable when only pipe location is needed, 

though further geophysical analysis of scans obtained with this procedure may be more effective. 
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Table 4.1 Size, shape and built-up member of artificial voids.  

Properties 
 

Number 

Width (m) Length (m) Contact Angle 
(°) 

Shape Built-up 
Member 

1 0.13 1.60 47 Prismatic Air Mattress 
2 0.25 0.80 47 Prismatic Air Mattress 
 

3 
 

0.57 
 

0.98 
 

107 
 

Cubic 
Wooden Planks and 
a Water Retention 

Structure 
4 0.28 0.39 54 Irregular Inflated Ball 
5 0.40 0.50 76 Irregular Inflated Ball 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 4.2 Summary of backfill properties.  

 Dry Density (g/cm3) Water Content (%) Standard Proctor (%) 
Bedding 2.096 2.86 91.85 
Invert to crown 2.100 4.76 91.75 
Crown to top of the pit 2.162 4.67 94.78 
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(a) Plan View (Note: All dimensions in m) 

 
(b) Section A-A in (a) 

 
(c) Section B-B in (a) 

Figure 4.1 Experimental configuration of the test pit.
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Figure 4.2 Pipe map displays locations of visual indicators, acoustic anomalies, and conventional BCT images (Company A, 2017). 
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Low Probability that voids are present 
 

 

 
High Probability that voids are present 
 

 

Figure 4.3 Results for the handheld BCT inspection (Company A, 2017). 
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Figure 4.4 Conventional BCT images at the corrugated steel pipe (Company A, 2017). 
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Figure 4.5 Established coordinate system for PPR surveying in the reinforced concrete pipe (Sensors 

& Software Inc., 2017). 
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Figure 4.6 Identification of possible void locations by reviewing the full pipe grid scan at a depth of 0.225 m and cross sections taken in the vertical and 

horizontal directions (Sensors & Software Inc., 2017). Top Left: Depth slice at 0.225 m; Top Right: Depth versus position along the vertical red line; 

Bottom Left: Depth versus position along the horizontal red line
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Figure 4.7 Partial pipe scan over the potential void in the middle section of the pipe at a depth of 0.225 

m (Sensors & Software Inc., 2017). Top Left: Depth slice at 0.225 m; Top Right: Depth versus position 

along the vertical red line; Bottom Left: Depth versus position along the horizontal red line 
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Figure 4.8 Partial pipe scan over the potential void in the front section of the pipe at a depth of 0.225 m 

(Sensors & Software Inc., 2017). Top Left: Depth slice at 0.225 m; Top Right: Depth versus position 

along the vertical red line; Bottom Left: Depth versus position along the horizontal red line 
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Figure 4.9 Grid slices at two different depths through the 500 MHz and 1000MHz center frequency surface grid (Sensors & Software Inc., 2017).
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Figure 4.10 Cross line from the surface grid with 500 MHz center frequency (Sensors & Software Inc., 

2017).  
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Figure 4.11 1000 MHz center frequency surface grid: Grid depth slice at 1.45 m (Sensors & Software 

Inc., 2017).  
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Figure 4.12 Cross sections taken at lines both perpendicular and parallel to the pipe from 1000 MHz center frequency surface grid (Sensors & Software 

Inc., 2017). 
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Thermal image, 0 s cooling down        Thermal image, 2 h cooling down         Subtracted thermal image 
 

Figure 4.13 Results of cooling down thermography for left side of the corrugated steel pipe.  
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Thermal image, 0 s cooling down        Thermal image, 2 h cooling down      Subtracted thermal image 
 

Figure 4.14 Results of cooling down thermography for right side of the corrugated steel pipe.  
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Thermal image, 0 s cooling down     Thermal image, 2 h cooling down     Subtracted thermal image 
 

Figure 4.15 Results of cooling down thermography for the reinforced concrete pipe. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

5.1 Summary of Research 

This thesis presented a state of the art review of non-destructive testing (NDT) technologies and a series of 

tests conducted using various NDT technologies to evaluate the condition of buried pipes (both cast iron 

water pipes and large diameter sewer and culvert systems). In the study of cast iron water pipes, a total of 

fifteen segments of 150 mm cast iron water pipes were monitored using an acoustic-based pipe condition 

assessment technique to estimate the remaining wall thickness and presence of leaks. Three of the fifteen 

segments were then selected for seasonal ground deformation monitoring using both a Total Station and 

LiDAR system. The relationship between leaks in cast iron water pipes and overlying ground movements 

was examined. For large diameter sewer and culvert systems, a testbed involving two buried pipes (a 

reinforced concrete pipe with 1.2 m internal diameter and a corrugated steel horizontal ellipse culvert with a 

span of 1.6 m and a height of 1.35 m) with prefabricated erosion voids of known dimensions next to them 

was set up in the West Pit of the Geoengineering Laboratory at Queen’s University. Tests were conducted 

using handheld and conventional Backscatter Computed Tomography (BCT), Pipe Penetrating Radar (PPR), 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), and Infrared Thermography (IRT) to evaluate the detection and 

characterization accuracy of these technologies. The following main conclusions were drawn from these 

studies: 

l Several data processing strategies to obtain differential ground movement from LiDAR data were used 

to investigate potential errors. Several three dimensional comparisons of point cloud data were tried but 

were found to produce inaccurate differential ground movement measurements due to poor registration 

quality. Instead, an extracted line of measurements positioned on the pavement right above the water 

pipe was found to be the most accurate approach.  

l Comparisons between Total Station and LiDAR data showed good visual agreement. Seasonal ground 

movement was obtained from both the Total Station and LiDAR data with respect to fixed reference 

points (i.e. a fire hydrant). A maximum movement of 25 mm was observed from both data sets.  
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l A differential ground movement of 20-25 mm was observed at the location with a confirmed leak while 

minimal movement was seen on the street without leaks. This suggests a relationship between leakage 

and differential ground movement may be established based on the data obtained. 

l Both the BCT technologies detected all three voids behind the corrugated steel pipe wall, while PPR 

and GPR found one of the three voids next to the reinforced concrete pipe. By comparing the results, 

conventional BCT and PPR were found to be more accurate in terms of both locating and measuring 

the size of the voids compared to handheld BCT and GPR. In addition, conventional BCT and PPR also 

provided information on the depth of the voids, which were not obtained by other technologies. 

l IRT was successfully used to detect three voids behind the corrugated steel pipe wall and their 

approximate locations, and the longitudinal and circumferential dimensions of void contact with the 

pipe were also obtained. None of the three voids behind the reinforced concrete pipe wall were 

identified using this technique.  

l Handheld BCT and IRT are suggested by the author to conduct preliminary mapping of the voids 

behind steel pipe walls. In order to locate and measure the size of the voids with higher accuracy, 

and to characterize the depth of the voids, conventional BCT and PPR are recommended for 

corrugated steel and concrete pipes respectively. The preliminary interpretation resulting from the 

GPR survey indicates that this method may only be suitable when only pipe location is needed, 

though further geophysical analysis of scans obtained with this procedure may be more effective. 

5.2 Future Work 

From this research, opportunities for future work have been created that were outside of the scope of this 

thesis including: 

l The development of a more comprehensive guidance for selecting NDT technologies for industry, 

including more parameters (e.g. cost and performance).  

l Obtain more seasonal ground movement data on streets with and without leaks to further verify the 

relationship between the presence of leaks and overlying ground movements (where data obtained 

during colder winter seasons than that of 2016-17 might be correlated with observed breaks). Establish 
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a statistically significant model of leakage in cast iron water pipes, overlying differential ground 

movements and pipe breaks. 

l To minimize noisy data, increase the width of the strip to extract LiDAR point cloud and get more 

points for averaging. 

l Further investigation into the impact of overlying differential ground movements on pipe breaks to 

determine how much ground movement is required for pipe failure. 

l Evaluation and comparison of the performance of different void detection technologies in field 

conditions with ground water, other buried infrastructure, non-homogeneous backfill material, etc.  
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Appendix A 

Total Station Survey 

This appendix provides more details on the monitoring street selection, setup procedure and sources of errors 

for the Total Station survey.  

 

A.1 Monitoring Location Selection 

To conduct a total station survey successfully, the street to be monitored needs to meet the following criteria: 

• Residential street with low traffic volumes 

• Water pipe not buried under the middle of the road (to avoid road closures) 

• Water pipe not under road surface covered by snow in winter 

• Possible fixed reference points (fire hydrant or corner of houses) 

• Pipe segment follows a straight line in the monitored area 

 

First of all, the street needs to have low traffic volumes to ensure safety and minimize traffic interference. In 

order to guarantee this, Kingston bus routes were checked and avoided, and a preliminary site assessment 

was done. Secondly, the cast iron water pipe should not be buried under the middle of the road otherwise the 

street needs to be closed when doing the survey. Since the monitoring is a long-term plan, closing the road 

every time would cause traffic interference. Thirdly, it would save time and effort if routine snow clearing by 

the city in the winter would expose the ground surface above the pipe. The pavement that is near the curb is 

usually covered by snow and would be eliminated due to this criterion. Fourthly, streets where there is a 

significant history of pipe breaks would probably give us a better chance to see a break occur during the 2 or 

3 winters we are monitoring them. In addition, reference points which are not susceptible to frost-induced 

ground movement would help figure out the actual change of elevation on the pavement. These reference 

points could possibly be the top of a fire hydrant or the corner of someone’s house. Lastly, having two valves 

without a jog between them would help layout survey points more quickly and accurately. 
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Based on these requirements, more information about the cast iron water pipes in Kingston is needed in order 

to select the street to be monitored. Drawings showing the exact location and break history of cast iron water 

pipes were provided by Utilities Kingston and helped to answer these questions. The locations of valves and 

fire hydrants are also included in the drawings. As-built drawings showing the buried depth of water pipes as 

well as the condition of overlying soil and pavements were also obtained from Utilities Kingston. Seven 

possible streets were chosen after looking at those drawings: Carruthers Avenue between Regent Street and 

Napier Street, Park Street between Westdale Avenue and College Street, Helen Street between Park Street 

and Carruthers Avenue, Hatter Street south of Herbert Street, Churchill Street between Francis Street and 

Mowat Avenue, Seventh Avenue between Lorne Street and Alfred Street and Cameron Street east of 

Victoria Street. 

After visiting these seven streets, more information relating to the six criteria was obtained and is shown in 

Table A.1. 

 

A.2 Instrument Setup 

To setup the total station correctly, the layout of the instrument needs to be understood. Figure A.2 shows the 

parts of TCA 2003 total station. In order to obtain reliable data, several steps need to be followed to setup 

total station: 

• Setup the tripod: Release the legs and raise the platform of the tripod up to chest height and re-lock the 

legs. Open the legs of the tripod in an equilateral triangle, placing the feet about 3 feet apart with the 

desired point in the center.  

• Set total station above desired point: Set the Total Station on the platform and tighten the screw that holds 

it in place from the bottom. Turn on the Total Station and use the laser plummet. Take a hold of the other 

two legs and reposition them until the laser is directly on the desired point. Move the footscrews of the 

tribrach to centre the plummet over the ground point. 

• Rough leveling: Release any one of the legs at a time and adjust its length until the bubble of the rough or 

circle bubble is in the center of the circle 

• Fine leveling: After loosening the horizontal motion clamp turn the Total Station so that the plate level is 

parallel with two of the leveling screws. Adjust the two screws so that the bubble is in the center of the 
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plate. Turn the Total Station 90° so that the plate level is perpendicular to the first two screws using the 

third screw.  Using only that third screw adjust so that the bubble is once again centered. Press digital 

leveling button on the keyboard and once again make the bubble in the center of the plate showing on the 

screen. Figure A.3 shows a both leveled and centered station. Figure A.4 shows keyboard and display of 

TCA2003. 

• Calibration:  Press calibration button and then select l, t - longitudinal and transversal index errors of 

compensator; i - vertical encoding circle index error; c - line of sight error; a - tilting-axis error; ATR - 

collimation of the target recognition axis. 

• Wipe the memory card: Press Extra button and select Format memory card. 

• Setup total station: Press setup button and select Station. Measure the instrument height from the height 

mark to the ground and then input the height to the total station. Set the 360° prism on the selected 

horizontal 0 point and press the horizontal 0 button to shoot the horizontal 0. 

• Measure: Press measure button and select Target then Prism to select certain type of prism used including 

360° prism, circular prism and reflective tape. Press All to shoot the prism. Move the prism to next point 

slowly so that the total station can keep tracking the prism automatically. 

 

A.3 Survey Setup 

According to Ontario Traffic Manual Book 7, pylons and two TC-2B signs are needed for this survey. Figure 

A.5 shows layout of pylons and signs for lane encroachment. To ensure safety and the quality of the survey 

results, the following steps were taken: 

• Set the starting pylon 1.6m to the curb and perpendicular to the fire hydrant, then set the ending pylon on 

the valve near Carruthers Avenue, use tape measure to set a pylon every 10m and try to keep them on a 

straight line, then mark the survey points every 2m along the line of pylons (66 points in total). 

• Setup two TC-2B signs and place them about 10m away from starting and ending pylons respectively. 

• Setup the total station following the steps mentioned above on the sidewalk near the fire hydrant. 

• Shoot the horizontal 0, then measure survey points and reference points. 

• To determine the position of H02, use tape measure to determine the distance between H02 and edge of 

FH (3.59m), also distance between H02 and center of RV1 (1.95m). 
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A.4 Lessons Learned 

During the use of total station, some lessons have been learned by looking at the data from survey on the 

same day. 

Different prisms: The total station has different constants for different prisms. The constant for the 360° 

prism is 23.1 mm while for the circular prism it is 0.0 mm. So when switching between these two types of 

prisms, never forget to change the settings in the total station. Figure A.6 shows pictures of two types prisms 

(360° and circular prisms). 

 

Leveling: In the setup of total station mentioned above, leveling is stressed because a small problem with it 

could throw off all the survey data. But a problem caused by leveling is still observed from one of the 

survey. Figure A.7 shows the comparison of three sets data from the surveys carried out on the same day. In 

the figure the blue line represents the difference between the 2nd and 1st survey, while the red line represents 

the difference between the 3rd and 1st. The big difference between 3rd and 1st shows that a mistake was 

made during the 3rd survey. The mistake could probably be a leveling issue because the difference increases 

as the distance from the station increases. 

 

Settlement of prism pole: The pole used to hold the 360° prism is shown in Figure A.8. The black button 

shown is used to adjust the height of the pole. The button used cannot lock the pole to a certain height 

perfectly because the pole will settle gradually when the pole bottom and ground collide, especially when it 

has the weight of 360° prism on it. Figure A.9 shows the comparison of 3 sets of data from the surveys 

carried out on the same day. In Figure A.9, the blue line represents the difference between the 2nd and 1st 

survey, while the red line represents the difference between the 4th and 1st. The problem was identified by 

the person holding the prism pole during the 3rd survey of that day. The height was then reset and more 

attention was paid to the prism pole during the 4th survey. The difference between 2nd and 1st survey is all 

negative and around 10 mm, this big difference was due to the settlement of the prism pole. It can be inferred 

that the quality of the 2nd survey measurements were poor. After this problem was noticed, the error of 4th 
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survey was within acceptable range because the red line shows that the difference between 4th and 1st survey 

is within 5 mm (average is 0.001462 m with a standard deviation of 0.001213 m). 

 

Accuracy of automatic target recognition (ATR): The 360° prism is recommended for topographic and 

stake-out surveys. The Leica circular prisms are recommended for surveys requiring higher accuracy than 

that provided by the 360° prism. If the external conditions remain constant, then for short-range work the 

accuracy of the Automatic Target Recognition ATR can be improved so that it borders on the accuracy limits 

for directional measurements. The required conditions are: 

• Leica circular prism exactly positioned  

• Prism clean and not fogged  

• Constant light conditions, background dark 

• No atmospheric disturbances, including refraction 

 

Figure A.10 shows the effect of distance on the linear accuracy of the prism position and on the angle 

measurement, for a TCA 2003. The accuracy for the target point recognition of the TCA is determined by the 

selection of the EDM measuring mode. The highest accuracy for the target point recognition by the ATR is 

obtained in the precision mode (PRECI). The setting PRECI must be selected for the TCA2003 in order to 

reach the specified angle measurement accuracy of 0.5" (0.15 mgon) during target recognition 

measurements. 

 

The measurement range is reduced under the following unfavourable atmospheric conditions: 

• Hot sunny weather 

• Strong heat shimmer 

• Bright reflections of the sun in the field of view 

 

Raindrops, condensation or dirt on the prism may result in the quoted accuracy not being reached with the 

automatic target recognition, because the target point of the ATR will be displaced as a result. 
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Table A.1 Information of seven potential monitoring streets. 

Name of Street Advantages Disadvantages 

Carruthers between 

Regent and Napier 

1. Quiet street 

2. Pipe is not covered by snow 

3. Two valves for layout at stop signs 

4. Two Fire Hydrants at Regent and Napier as reference points 

5. Two recorded breaks in the history 

1. A jog between two valves which makes it 

difficult to layout 

2. Pipe is in the middle of road so traffic control 

may be an issue 

Park between Westdale 

and College 

1. Pipe is not covered by snow 

2. Break history (four breaks on two blocks) 

1. Busy street 

2. A jog in pipe which makes it difficult to layout 

Helen between Park 

and Carruthers 

1. Quiet street (two cars in 10 min) 

2. Pipe is not covered by snow 

3. One fire hydrant and Prof. Brachman’s House as reference points 

1. Only one break in the history, plus the break is 

about 100m from the fire hydrant and Prof. 

Brachman’s house 

2. Distance between 2 valves is about 300m 

Hatter south of Herbert 1. Quiet street 

2. Pipe is not covered by snow 

3. Close to the lab 

1. Curb is buried in the snow 

2. Lack of valves for layout 
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Churchill between 

Francis and Mowat 

1. Quiet street 

2. Pipe is not covered by snow 

3. Two valves for layout at Francis and Mowat 

4. Two breaks in the history 

5. Close to the lab 

1. Only one fire hydrant at Mowat as the reference 

point 

Seventh between Lorne 

and Alfred 

1. Quiet street (2 cars in 15 min) 

2. Pipe is not covered by snow 

3. Two breaks in the history 

4. Two Fire Hydrants, one at school and the other at Alfred as reference points 

1. A jog between two valves which makes it 

difficult to layout 

2. Pipe is in the middle of road so traffic control 

may be an issue 

Cameron east of 

Victoria 

1. Quiet street (2 cars in 10 min) 

2. Pipe is not covered by snow 

3. Two Fire Hydrants, one at corner and the other down Victoria to north as 

reference points 

1. Only one valve which makes it difficult to 

layout 
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Figure A.2 Parts of TCA 2003 total station (Leica Geosystems, 2006). 
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Figure A.3 Centered and leveled TCA 2003 ((Leica Geosystems, 2006). 

 

 

 
 

Figure A.4 Keyboard and display of TCA 2003 ((Leica Geosystems, 2006). 
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Figure A.5 Typical layout for lane encroachment (MTO, 2014). 

 

 
 

Figure A.6 Pictures of 360° and circular prisms. 
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Figure A.7 Comparison of 3 sets of data from survey on the same day at the same street. 

 

 
 

Figure A.8 Prism pole used. 
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Figure A.9 Comparison of 3 sets of data from survey on the same day at the same street. 

 

 
 

Figure A.10 TCA2003 ATR and angle-measurement accuracy ((Leica Geosystems, 2006). 
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Appendix B 

Results from the Evaluation and Comparison of Erosion Void Detection 

Technologies 

This appendix provides more details on the measurements throughout the entirety of the tests performed 

during the erosion void detection study. 

 

Table B.11: Remaining wall thickness (in terms of percent of intact wall thickness remaining) along 

the invert of the horizontal ellipse culvert. 

  Distance from invert (m) 
  0.6 0.4 0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

D
is

ta
nc

e 
fr

om
 S

ou
th

 e
nd

 o
f c

ul
ve

rt 
(m

) 

5.40 80.00 36.50 90.50 81.00 84.00 87.00 N/A 
5.25 N/A 35.00 80.00 81.00 54.00 49.00 85.50 
5.10 83.00 46.00 70.50 88.50 78.50 N/A 56.00 
4.95 60.00 63.50 63.00 58.50 56.00 56.50 N/A 
4.80 59.50 88.00 83.00 82.50 86.50 N/A 82.00 
4.65 N/A 75.50 80.50 N/A 71.00 78.00 N/A 
4.50 N/A 72.00 84.50 81.00 83.50 55.00 75.00 
4.35 80.00 67.00 85.50 85.00 N/A 80.00 88.50 
4.20 84.50 63.50 87.50 86.50 89.50 73.50 N/A 
4.05 76.50 75.00 N/A 77.50 83.00 73.50 39.00 
3.90 81.00 76.00 89.50 84.00 91.00 70.50 N/A 
3.75 81.50 64.50 84.50 87.00 87.50 70.50 79.50 
3.60 84.50 70.00 76.50 83.50 82.00 77.00 76.00 
3.45 80.00 67.50 89.00 82.50 87.50 63.50 74.50 
3.30 85.00 51.50 86.50 86.00 84.00 59.50 91.00 
3.15 89.00 60.50 67.00 82.00 85.50 63.00 55.00 
3.00 88.50 43.50 63.00 62.00 87.00 65.00 36.50 
2.85 88.00 57.50 90.50 85.00 87.50 62.50 N/A 
2.70 82.00 59.00 67.00 87.00 84.00 65.00 N/A 
2.55 83.50 39.50 81.00 78.00 82.50 70.00 N/A 
2.40 84.00 48.00 82.00 82.00 89.00 62.50 75.00 
2.25 N/A 35.00 85.50 86.50 85.50 76.00 73.50 
2.10 N/A 49.50 58.00 N/A 84.00 66.00 N/A 
1.95 89.50 59.50 81.50 78.00 87.50 61.00 75.00 
1.80 88.50 55.00 79.50 83.00 88.50 61.50 89.00 
1.65 87.50 39.50 87.50 86.00 80.50 82.50 44.50 
1.50 86.00 47.50 76.00 75.00 77.50 73.50 64.50 
1.35 N/A 71.00 87.00 59.50 59.50 47.50 65.50 
1.20 81.50 42.50 88.00 87.00 84.50 41.50 88.00 
1.05 87.50 74.50 63.50 87.00 75.00 73.00 37.50 
0.90 81.00 73.50 62.00 58.00 85.00 43.00 84.00 
0.75 66.50 71.00 84.00 80.50 76.50 54.00 85.50 
0.60 81.00 47.00 N/A 87.50 77.00 57.50 84.50 
0.45 77.50 42.50 81.00 85.50 71.00 37.00 81.00 
0.30 78.50 55.00 85.00 88.50 N/A 47.00 88.50 
0.15 87.50 52.00 88.00 82.00 83.00 43.00 91.00 
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Table B.12: Measured amperage (A) in 4 Cathode rods during the accelerated corrosion process. 

Rod # 
 
Date (yy-mm-dd) 

 
1 

 

 
2 

 

 
3 

 
4 

2016-11-29 2.99 3.22 2.93 3.08 
2016-11-30 3.05 3.13 2.95 3.00 
2016-12-01 3.05 3.13 2.92 2.99 
2016-12-02 3.14 3.22 3.06 3.03 
2016-12-05 3.09 3.24 3.20 3.02 
2016-12-06 3.12 3.15 3.08 3.06 
2016-12-07 3.10 3.17 3.06 3.07 
2016-12-08 3.09 3.17 3.06 3.07 
2016-12-12 3.01 3.15 3.00 3.03 
2016-12-13 3.00 3.15 2.98 3.02 
2016-12-14 3.05 3.16 2.98 3.05 
2016-12-15 3.03 3.21 2.94 3.00 
2016-12-19 3.02 3.15 2.93 3.05 
2016-12-20 3.14 3.24 2.94 3.04 
2016-12-21 3.08 3.18 2.93 3.03 
2016-12-22 3.06 3.13 2.91 3.02 
2017-01-04 3.01 3.13 2.90 3.03 
2017-01-10 3.05 3.14 2.93 3.02 
2017-01-11 3.06 3.12 2.93 3.03 
2017-01-12 3.02 3.05 2.93 3.01 
2017-01-16 3.08 3.07 3.01 3.10 
2017-01-17 3.10 3.08 3.04 3.07 
2017-01-18 3.09 3.08 3.04 3.07 
2017-01-19 3.11 3.08 3.05 3.03 
2017-01-23 2.94 3.12 2.96 3.03 
2017-01-24 3.04 3.13 2.97 2.99 
2017-01-25 3.03 3.11 2.97 3.02 
2017-01-26 3.03 3.09 2.96 3.01 
2017-01-27 3.05 3.07 2.97 3.02 
2017-01-28 3.04 3.05 2.98 3.04 
2017-01-30 3.03 3.15 2.94 3.07 
2017-01-31 3.04 3.08 2.94 3.07 
2017-02-01 3.09 3.08 2.94 3.07 
2017-02-02 3.11 3.06 2.93 3.06 
2017-02-06 3.40 3.62 3.53 3.36 
2017-02-07 3.33 3.48 3.41 3.33 
2017-02-08 3.34 3.43 3.37 3.33 
2017-02-09 3.32 3.42 3.34 3.32 
2017-02-13 3.31 3.45 3.34 3.20 
2017-02-14 3.24 3.40 3.31 3.18 
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Table B.13 Bedding properties. 

Location Dry Density (g/cm3) Water Content (%) Standard Proctor (%) 
1 2.100 2.67 92.04 
2 2.149 3.18 94.18 
3 2.122 2.98 93.01 
4 2.134 2.62 93.54 
5 2.072 2.95 90.82 
6 1.996 2.77 87.49 

 
 
Table B.14 Lift 1 soil properties. 

Location Dry Density (g/cm3) Water Content (%) Standard Proctor (%) 
1 2.172 5.06 95.21 
3 2.194 5.70 96.16 
4 2.099 5.66 91.99 
5 2.058 5.50 90.93 

 
 
Table B.15 Lift 2 soil properties.  

Location Dry Density (g/cm3) Water Content (%) Standard Proctor (%) 
1 2.078 5.35 91.06 
3 2.152 5.10 94.31 
4 2.172 4.73 90.18 
5 2.082 4.44 91.26 

 
 
Table B.16 Lift 3 soil properties.  

Location Dry Density (g/cm3) Water Content (%) Standard Proctor (%) 
1 2.047 4.95 89.72 
3 2.060 4.89 90.30 
4 1.976 4.03 86.60 
5 2.114 3.94 92.65 

 
 
Table B.17 Lift 4 soil properties.  

Location Dry Density (g/cm3) Water Content (%) Standard Proctor (%) 
1 2.142 4.66 93.86 
3 2.124 4.38 93.09 
4 2.058 4.14 90.18 
5 2.064 3.58 90.48 
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Table B.18 Lift 5 soil properties.  

Location Dry Density (g/cm3) Water Content (%) Standard Proctor (%) 
1 2.082 4.62 91.24 
2 2.192 4.63 96.06 
3 2.096 5.13 91.86 
4 2.185 4.81 95.76 
5 2.203 5.00 96.56 
6 2.154 4.57 94.39 
7 2.124 4.44 93.09 
8 2.245 4.54 98.40 
9 2.197 4.66 96.29 

 
 
Table B.19 Lift 6 soil properties.  

Location Dry Density (g/cm3) Water Content (%) Standard Proctor (%) 
1 2.114 4.69 92.65 
2 2.123 4.92 93.03 
3 2.215 4.80 97.06 
4 2.057 4.91 91.49 
5 2.102 4.64 92.12 
6 2.117 4.64 92.80 
7 2.161 4.86 94.73 
8 2.208 4.58 97.21 
9 2.153 5.45 94.35 

 
 
Table B.20 Lift 7 soil properties.  

Location Dry Density (g/cm3) Water Content (%) Standard Proctor (%) 
1 2.079 4.13 91.14 
2 2.212 4.80 96.94 
3 2.286 4.43 100.19 
4 2.105 4.47 92.28 
5 2.164 4.78 94.83 
6 2.204 4.25 96.60 
7 2.154 4.15 94.39 
8 2.233 4.66 97.89 
9 2.173 4.54 95.23 
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Figure B.21 Layout of measurement locations for soil property measurements.  
 
 
 


